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3IBER 27, 19t.

Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Commu
nity Newspaper

First ...
with
Local News
•
hnd
Local Picture,

•

United Press International

IN OUR 79th YEAR

Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County
Murray, Ky

Monday Afternoon, December 29, 1958

Heart Disease Is
Cause Of 65.8%
eaths In County

Combs Plane Is
Forced To Land

iter and
ut.

49

L

Pealairalat

Vol. LXXIX No. 307

Death Rate Slows To Save
Nation From Yule Record

SALYE1FtSVILLE (UPI) -The
small private plane of Bert T.
Currilbs, candidate for the Democratic nomination for governor
next year, landed in a Magoefin County pasture Sunday because of heavy rain and poor
v.sibility.
Pilot Sandy Heckensmith, of
United Prses International
Frankfort, sa:d he made a "rouHomeward-bound motorists, aptine land" and there was only a eatently sh-ek,d by 1he early
slight bump. Also aboard the late of Manic de_ths. slowed
four-seater Cessna 172 were Pete down during the weekend to
Flynn, of Frankfort, past state .ase The nation from peeing
a
commander of the Veterans of record Christmas holiday highway
Foreign Wars, and Joe Evans, fa a! ity toll.
•
also of Frankfort.
The National S...fety • Council
The plane was not damaged said the four-day toll. which
and Hockt nsmith took off for 3Peeared for an all-time high at
Frankfort as soon as visibility the start, slacked off in the feral
improved.
two days The council said the
Combs took advantage of the count probably would' wind
up
unscheduled slop to campaign somewhat its pre-holiday estimate
briefly here before going on to of 620 traffic deaths
his nine at Presteneburg by
Safety official said the imautomobile.
or element in th
!raff:c death
He declared that 'ef the admtniseralson of Gov. A. B. Chandler had any aviation program
worthy of the name there would
be emergency landing strips near
every town in Kentucky."
The plane landed on the farm
of D. R. Gardner.

rate stemmed from the "-shock" mas on
the highways occurred in
ef the eorly fatality pace.
1955 when 621 persons were
U n ited
Press
International lulled during a three-day
ChriStcount at 7 a m., EST.. showed at mas
holiday.
least 573 persons killed in traffic
(Special to the Ledger &
nrrig Call .way Coui,ty residents
Thus, if late highway fatality
mishaps during the holiday period reports
NEW YORK. Dec. 28 - Hear. was found
boost this year's toll only
r to be relativeleettesn.
between 6 p. m. Christmas Eve slightly
isease is found to be . ho ca Ise
above the council's preIt waa above the 53-9 percent
and midnight Sunday. Eight per- diction
65.8 percent of a'! eea"h; recorded
of 620 deaths. the holiday
for the United S aes
sere
mung residents
were
killed
in
plane
.alieway et large and above the 50.1 peraccas would go down as the nation's
dents, 93 in fires and 92 in miN second
aunty. accordieg te, th_ latest cent of
worst,
test East South Cereral
&lane
nnual report cf the
-iris
for
an
overall total of
S. Public States.
Only five states-Delaware. New
768.
Health Service.
Hampshire. Rhode Island. VerAn indication of how prime a
California Leads
in most- f the country, e problem heart
mont and Wyoming-and the Disdisease is in this
California accuuned for about trict of
dwarfs all ,'.he. diseases as a country e
Columbia recorded no
gives by a few figures.
one-tenth of the nation's high- traffic
hazerd to life. Yet. is reported. rhEy show
deaths.
that it aff.:cis m
way fatalities with 58. Texas had
deLnite advances are being made than
10,000,000 living peeee
.
46. Illinois 35, New York 33, penin the fight to c14 rot it
cites.; a Mss tio industry of Its
nsylvania 25. Ohio • 23. Florida
At a meeting of the American 000 man-yea
rs e ch year- s
and Mic.gan 22 each. Virgi:ia
Heart Association last month, it equivale
nt of over V billion e,
18 and Indiana 17.
was etatei thot a person's chan- earnings.
A council spokeenn said tahat
ces of survising a heart a.tack
In Calloway Cousty, the nun ae'.sad as the figures are they
or a stroke and then geing ,n •11 'stn
. k.f deaths of local pe p •
eel. save came down almost onelead a reerm.1 life ar, get.i g fi
daring I eee. Jer, is the closing hours of, the
better every day.
se ed L.1 vita: st_te ics jus.
_
.i.,2-hour holiday.
eff.cial report on 'the ais- leased. .ealed 155,
f which !
"It -now looks as though the ticase tole cevsring es ery part wee:
due to htJart .i.zneLt .
rat toll will not be nearly s far
of the coen.ry, ha b et ma.e
the eteseireling effeneer am
abeve our pre-holiday prediction
public just in athesee oto; wane
' the :atter
was carmeary he..:
of 620 al we first feared," the
16 CHILDREN FATHERLESS - Coroner James
Heart Menth,
cisoase, which t k 52 hese.
Apostle (left)
Mr and Mrs. Hsrrnon James
and Police Lt. Donald Ortqulat examine
sp kesman said:
The 65.8
perce
•
r: al. y
wreckage In MusSer.ous as the sstuatisn c inof Hazel observed their Golden
kegon. Mich., where an explosion killed two
A:thoug
h
Ameriea
ns
escaped
men and left 18
enues to be, there are eimauragWedding anniversary yesterday
children fatherlessi. Victims were Woodrow
mars ng Christmas 1958 wi h a
Hill. 40, and
eig repesms c ming from the rein the home of Mrs. James' broAllan Hawkins. 41, each with eight children.
record
highwa
'laughte
r. the hot- ther Hoyt Lamb
It is believed
earch ccoters wsrking on
of Hazel.
Hill and Hawkins were trying to thaw
Lay c .0
ear up as .he second
a frozen luck on •
erete.m.
Mr. and Mrs. James were marrack of welding equipment. Including acetylen
worst
in
tes.ory.
e and oxygen.
Mr• Tommy Lee Wells, aget
Their scientific deve'opments inried on December 23, 1908 at the
1956 Christmas Worse
75, died this msming at 8 o'clock
slede a new surgery
Caldwell Hotel in Paris. TOME
P eripsses
,
The
m
.st
tragic
holiday on rec- see
at he home in Hazel following
te outl.ok for stele. victims, a
by Rev Reece. The Jamas'
rd
was
the
black Christmas of
a leng:by illness.
;
remising discovery for control
1956 when 712 persons died in have two children. Mrs Jack
He is survived by his wife.
f Flesh blo d pressure and a
Roach of Hartford, Conn. and
teffic.
the
second
worst Christ- Gene James
Mrs Mertie Wells. Hazel; one
clot-disselving enzyme ehich can
of St. Louis, Me oure
sister. Mrs Willie Clanton. Murremove clots in a matter of heurs.
Another daughter, Mrs
Mrs. Claude Anderson, chairHelen
ray; two brothers. Willie Well
The is-gig-term solution to beet, man of the Murray America
Castellucci of New York died
n
.Martin, Tenn., Theron
By FRANCIS L. McCARTHY
attacks. however, will censist of Leg.en Auxiliary, announced toWells.
in 1958. Mr and Mrs James six
Al hway.
United iPress International
N. Y. three grandsome means of prevereing them_ day that plane had been
ge.ndehildren.
to conHA
:1\1/
6
children
A. Cuba (UPI
and
Bract-gr
five
The
andkey to the situation is in duct a meeting for legislati
Funeral services were held FriThe
Although they are natives of
ve
gyve
t threw a strone force etreltrig off hardening
children.
day afternoon, December 26
uf the study during January.
VERSAILLES (UPI) - Ye:t- Calloway County the James' refor
of warplanes into the fight ar tries. which nth-rows
He
was
a
member
of the Hazel
Mr. Samuel A. Harris, age
studyel be made
blood
, in St.
isanes police said today no ar- sided for some 30 year
88,
nst rebel trope in central passage and cause: clotting.
familiarize local members - wilb at the New Hope Methodist church of Christ where the temrees have been made as yet Louis. Mr Jamas is a retired
today in an effort to wnash
eral
will
be
conducted Tuesday
the law making metlexis and Church at 2 p.m. He died at his
ei the Saturday Sight beating railroad man. Tile ample now
the rebellion
afternoon at 2 o'clock conducted
legislative Measures on which the home on RFD 5. Murray.
of a Roman Catholic nun in 'he reside at their home in Hazel.
J. W. "Bill" Caviare!
The planes roared off into
by
Bro.
Henry
Hargis ard Paul
He is survived by two daughAmerican Legion and Auxiliary
yard of her residence at the
overcast ekes in an a 1 m Ost
ters Mrs. Clorna Murphy of Mur- Morgan. Burial in the Hazel Cewe; urge Congreseional action.
OWENSBORO, Ky., Dec 29 - Taylor Nursing Home
steady Stream from air strips
metery.
We believe that every Ameri- ray route five and Mrs. Lois
J. W (Bill) Carneal has been
Sister Rita Teresa said she
at the Camp Columbia air force
Active Pallbearers will be Lo- appointe
can should follow with interest Spiceland et Dearborn. Michigan;
d director of sales and was attacked from behind by
base outside Havana.
and understanding the actions of three sons. Raymond of Murray, man Herring, Charles Wilson. industrial development U.!. Texas two men or older
By JAMES L. KILGALLEN
boys just after
Starting well before dawn, the
the C ngress. Mrs Anderson stat- Wyatt of St Clair Shores, Michi- Harmon Edwards, Rex Daven- Gas Transmission Corporation ef- she had parked a estion
United Prelill Intern&tlonaI
wagon
fighters, bombers and 'ransport
port. B. C. Elkins and Cuspard fective
gan
and
ed.
Hillis
of
January 1, it wee an- in front of her home
Detroit.
NEW YORK
UPI) - The
aircraft took off and landed
St. John.
Bro.
Louis
Jeyner
nounced
at the cempany
genofficiated at
She said she believed they
giant prcssc
f rinc.• major New
throughout the day.
The Miller Funeral Home has eral office
the funeral and- burial was in
planned to steal the vehicle as
here today
he sharp step-up in air action Yerk City dailies, s!illed 20 days
charge of the funeral- arrangethe
Old
Salem
cemeter
Carneal'S cle%ation from his she heard one of them shout,
y
by the cestliest strike in newsb the
forces own- paper
The J. H. Churchill Funeral ments
former position of assistant di- "Grab the keys." One of them
history, rolled once more
The funeral of A. -D. "Teeth"
c.ded with a rebel radio • preHome
was
in
charge
rector of sales and customer re- pinned het arms behind her while Jameson of Murray route
two
diction of victory in the central today, sending forth sereiserressFIVE
'DAY FORECAST
lations, wh:ch he has held since he ether struck her in the ab- was held at the Mt. Carmel
Bappart of the island within "a mat- ed papers for a news-famished
United
Press
International
July 1, 1956. was announced by domen and head.
tise Church at 1:30 on Friday
ter of hours." It came, too, public.
THEY STOPPED DIMAG
KENTUCKY - Temperatures J. E. Allison, vice president in
Newspapers began hitting the
She suffered a cut over an eye with Dr. H. C. Chiles and Rev.
shortly after the first plea by
for
the
five-day
period, Tuesday charge of sales
during the assault. The sister is D. W. Billingtori officiasing Burstreets this morning a few hours
CLEVELAND -(UPI)- Start- through Saturday.
the Roman Catholicstri
Church
fe.'
for
will average
An employee of Texas Gas a member of the Order of the ial was in the McCuistion cemeafter the Mail and Deliverers
ing pitcher Al Smith and re- near the state
an end to the civil
normal of 38 de- since 1949. when he joined the Daughters of St. Rita of the
Im- tery.
liever Jan Bagby Jr. were the grees. Only
Rebel ferces. driving across the Union Sunday night voted 2.091mime day - to - dayl company as soil technologist in the maculate Heart.
Mr. Jameson. age 71, died sudCleveland Indians pitchers who changes .
central "waist" of Cuba in an 537 to accept a new two-year
in tenmerature predict- Pipeline department, Carntal has
Police questioned a gang el denly at a heart attack at his
Apped Joe DiMaggio after he ed. Precipit
attempt to cut the island in two, contract.
ation will total one-1 held several positions including teemeged boys who had
be-en Inane. Survivors include his wife
eel batted riafely in 56 cmse- hall to
billedcast appeals to government . The reading puble, eh:eh northree-fourttss inch with those i f chief soil ceiserv_eionist, riding around town
in a car, Mrs. Alice Jameson of Murray
ctieve games. It happened in a frequent rain
troops to end the bitter fighting, mally devours 5.500,000 weekday
through much of' manager of company housing, but ne erre I were made.
newepapers. and 8 mil.leon on
route two; three daughters, Mrs.
n.ght game July 17, Mil.
and join the rebel cause.
'he week.
assistant superirtendent of the
Gertrude Wilson of, Hazel Park.
Archleship E rs ri q u e Perez . Sunday, eagerly snipped up the
Pipeline department. and indusMichigan. Mrs. Rowena Merrell
Serantee of Santiago de Cube. papers as they reached the news
trial representative.
of Hazel Park, Michigan and
te,
called for an end to the civil stands. On all sides there were
In his new post. Carneal
expressions ,of relief that the
Mrs Charlotte Dunn (if Murray;
strife in a pastoral letter read
br iiiden his activities in the sales
frustration news blackout was
one step daughter Mrs. Fay Colfrom the peSpits elf all Romanl
and
custome
relation
r
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Landeet son of Murray; one son Roberts
s phase of
Catholic churches in Oriente' over.
the company'- business. He also mcaped what could have been Jameson of Murray; one sister
The two morning tabl yids
Province.
will
continue
directio
n of the serious injury yesterday as they Mrs. Patsy Bucy of Buchanan,
The pastoral letter said the came out with jubilant headwork he hie dine in the indust- were returning to Murray from Tennessee.
eeeting had' degeneratedinto a lines across their front pages.
-rial
field,
providin
g plant site Bonneferre. Missouri. A passing
"We're off and running again,"
i I war" and added that "we
LEXINGTON (UPI) - Ken- Judge, who managed
the success- information and sh wing to in- mot,•rist threw a bottle from
his
tucky Republicans plan to take ful GOP
k the Almighty to make us the the Now York Daily News an.
senatorial campaign in dustry the advantages of loca- car which struck the wind shield
the choice of a GOP candidate 1956; State
g.ft of peace we so earnestly
tion
Sen.
ef plants in the eight-state of the Landoll car. shattering it.
Denver C. KnucAnd the New York Mirror
.4 f. r governor next year
desire."
to the kles. of Middlesboro; and Pleaz area that is served by Texas
bannered; "Hello again!"
Neither Mr nor Mrs. Lanett
"grass roots" areas within the Mobley. of Manches
ter. former Gas.
were cut from the flying glees,
The prolonged strike had not
next two weeks.
state
railroad
commissioner.
A graduate of Murray (Ky.) but had to complete their trip
only gotten on people's nerves
Ma. Joan Goord
Leaders of the slate Rebut:All three attended the execu- State College. Carneal did grad- minus ta complete windshield.
but had dealt a hard blew to
'lean
Miss
Party
meeting
Joan
Gourd, a senior
her Sun- tive committee.. sessions at the uate study at the Uuniversity of
Mrs Lorene (W, L.) Fulton,
They had been visiting Mr. Lanthe city's economy. It cost the
publishing business an estimated • tudent at Owe nsbere- D aye ss day voted to sound out the Lafayette Hotel Sunday. Also at- Kentucky.
olt's parents, Mr and Mrs. Har- age 67. died Saturday morning
opim•ins
County
of
rank - and - file tending was Jahn M. Robsion
Hospital School of Nursold Landoe. The children, who at 3:30 at her home 1301 Locust
After-Christmas sales . are in 25 million dollars in advertising
hg was crowned Miss 0. D C. H party members on teem choice of Louisville, who
normally would have been with S4-eet in Owensboro, Ky.. folwas defeated
flik. swing in Murray and stores and circulation revenue and ad- at
for
govenno
r and ether state- for re-election Nov- 4
a Chrismas reception held at
them. had remained with his lowing an illness of one year.
by Frank
been crowded with bargain ditional millions ef dollars in
the
wide
candidates in 1959.
nurses d rrmitcry for doctors
W Burke, of Louisville. He Ls
She was born in Calloway County
parents fir a visit.
hunters who have re-id the after- losses to department stores, specThe
Republican State Execu- reported to be a choice
near Murray on December 31,
Christmas advertisements in the ialty shops. theaters, movies and and instructors- recently.
for the
tive
Committee will ask county gubernatorial nomination
Miss 0. D. C. H. is selected
1890 She has lived in Owens..
other concerns.
daily Ledger and Times.
in the
boro for the past 26 years with
Also about 15.000 newspaper onnually from the senier class GOP chairmen to conduct inToday's Ledgetelnd Times is
formal polls seeking sentiment
by the student body.
her family. where her Husband
The committee passed t w o
IPSWICH. England (UPI) again filled with bargain packed workers - editorial employes,
Joan ,is the, daughter of Mr. on statewide candidates.
W L. Fulton is President and
sessions, one to be presented One person was killed and sevsale ads in addition to grocery printers. pressmen and others District chairmen then will call to the GOP National
Treasurer of the Coca Cola Boswere idled without pay for at- and Mrs. Olin Moore of North
advertisements.
Commit- eral others were injured today
11th S'reet in Murray
meetings
of county chairmen tee Jan. 23 when it meets
tling Company.
Readers are urged to look over mist three weeks, losing more
in when a flaming U. S. AM Force
and party leaders sometime be- Des Moines. Iowa
She is survived by her husasking that Jet fighter sliced between a group
all of thee ads to find the bar- than four million dollars in
fore Jan. 10. From these meet- the 1950 Republi
band, W. L. Fulton, Owensboro;
can
National of houses and slammed into a
gains they have been looking for Christmas-time wages.
Mr. Alvin Lee Bitterest, age 80, one
ings, they hope to get acen- convention be held
daughter. Mrs. James R. BaiThe peiblishers granted a $7
in Louisville. garage at Kesgrave near here.
died Sunday. December 28th at ley.
sensus on both potential candipackage and agreed to di.stribute
Louisville, Ky; two sons.
The other praised the work
The pilot. 1st Lt. Charles L. the
Beaurnonth Hospital in Royal W. L Fulton.
dates and the party's platform of the four
the package so the men will
Jr., Owensbone
GOP members of Prescott, of Santa Monica. Calif.. Oak, Mich.
planks.
Ky., Hugh B. Fulton, Miami.
receive a $3.55 a week raise the'
the 85th Congress - Sens. John ejected himself from the F'100D
Lodge 105 F&AGsI held their
He is survived by his wife, Fla;
Th.e GOP State Central Com- Sherman Cooper
first year, and 51.75 a week more annual election
two sisters. Mrs. Adrian
and Thruston Super Saber and parachuted to
cif officers on mittee will meet Jan. 17
in Lou- B. Morton and Reps. Robsion safety before the crash He was Mrs. Lula Mavis Bilbrey, Claw- McRem Central City Ky, Bers,
the second year, making a wage eaturady, Decembe
r 27 at 'f:30. isville to evaluate the results
son, Mich.; two daughters, Mrs. Maude Schmidt
increase of $5.30 over the twoof and Eugene Siler, Williamsburg. treated at a local hospital for mi, Ft. Lauderdale,
The following officers were the
Grady Moore, Troy, Mich., Mrs. Fla.,
district meetings and deteryear period.
and eleven grandchildren.
Untted ProsA Intereirtion•I
Memebers of the executive com- nd'r injuries.
elected and installed: William F. mine
Bruce
Sills,
Clawson
,
Mich.;
if
two
there
"outsta
is
nding"
an
add
iti on, the publishers F. Davis.
In
She was a sister-in-law of
mittee attending in addition to
Master; Willis R. ;lodg- candidate.
Two houses and the garage sons, Robert L. Bilbrey, Clawson, Mr
granted other changes. They cut
Marvin Fulton and Mrs.
Daniel were: John Diederich of
Southwest Kentucky - Cloudy the bundles from 53 pounds to ers,. Senior Warden; J. Al Bell,
"Our rules are not to endorse Ashland. national committeeman; were destroyed by fire, and sev- Mich.. Jefferson W. Bilbrey, Roy- Rubye Farmer of Murray.
Junior. Warden; W. Z. Carter, anyone.
al
and mild with occasional rain
Oak,
Mich.;
two
brothers
,
Waleral
but
to
other
encoura
houses
and a group of
ge out- Mrs. Fred Lucas of London, naShe was a member of the
50; agreed to give a ninth holiday Treasurer; Bud
l Stalls, Secretary.. standing people to
or drizzle today, tonight
run." Dewey tional committeewoman; Charles unoccupied trailers were dam- ter Bilbrey, Medel, Tenn., E. F. Settle Memorial Methodist Church
and (Colurnbus Day) beginning the
The following ofifcere were Daniel,
T.eday. High today near 50. first year of the contract. They
Haiard, chairman of the Wylie of Lexington;
aged. A number of dogs were Bilbrey, Murray, 18 grandchil- in Owensbore The funeral was
J. Bryant
appointed Fleet' Robertson, Sen- executiv
tees tonight in low
dren and 10 great grandchildren.
e committee explained. Lawton of Centre' City;
40s.
granted a maximum of three
conducted this afternoon at 2
W. Ml- killed when debris plunged into
The funeral will be conducted
Temperatures at 6 a. m. CST: days sick leave, and three days ior Deacon; R. W. Scarbrough,
"If we can put forth good lam Lake of Hartford
their kennel area.
clock at the Delbert J Glenn
;
W.
0.
Junior
Deacoh; Max Rogers, Sen- men,
Covington 32,
at
3
p.m.
Wednesd
ay
at
the
we can elect a Republi- Cowger of Louisville; E.
Max
Louisville 30. Pa- leave when relatives 'die.
S. Pedior Steward; Fred Herndon, Jun- can
The beady of a young woman H. Churchill Funeral Chapel. Mortuary conducted by Rev. R.
, ducah 42, Ekeisling breen 30, Lexgovernor," he added.
igo of Glasgow; George R. GoH. Wade and Rev. Bedford Am-The ptiblishers also agreed to ior Steward; Leenas
was
eirigton31, London 34
Wyatt, Marrecovere
Burial
d
from
the
will
be
wreckag
in
the
e
city
Three
cemeRepuelicans thu.s far thard of Newport; Dr. M.
Jurisdiction shall;
and Hop- 'set
nee pastor and associate pastor
D. Fla- of the garage struck by the plane. tery.
John Ha r v ey Perkins, have
kinsville 33.
announced
their candi- nary of Pikeville; and Russell
respectively of the Settle Meof the union beyond the present Chaplain; and Norman Klapp,
She was identified as Mrs. ElisaEvansville, Ind 7^
Friends may call at the Max
dacies. They are Louie B. Nunn, Jones of somereet
morial Methodist church. Burial
50-mile radius (rem New York. Tyler.
, district chair- beth Aggis, 28, of Kesgrave. who H. Churchill
Funeral
Home after was in the Elmwoo
Glasgow, former Barren County men.
d Cemetery
worked at the garage as a clerk. 7 p.m. Tuesday.
in Owensboro.
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MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

50th Wedding
Anniversary
Is Observed

Former Murray Grad
To Head Sales For
Texas Gas Company

Hazel Man
Dies Today

Government
'lakes Fight
To Rebels

Legislative Study
Set By Auxiliary

Funeral Held
For Countian

Nun Is Beaten
By Men Or Boys

acta

Presses Run Again
In New York

g.,ernmerr,

3

vidend
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!

Services Held
For Local Man

Miss Goord Honored
At Nursing School

Local Co pie Have
Narrow &cape

State Republicans To Take
Governor Choke To People

Former Resident
Of County Dies
In Owensboro

After-Christmas
Sales In Progress

Jet Crashes Into
English Garage

huh

Alvin Bilbrey
Dies Sunday

Lodge Elects
Officers Saturday

•
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'AGE TO
LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER & TIMES North Marshall Jets Down
Benton Indians For Title

MONDAY — DECEMBER 29,-1958(
Mon. Thru Wed.
8:00 .0 600

STORE HOURS••

PUBLISHED by 1.11110,111 a TIMES PUBLISHING
Consolidation ofof the Murray Ledger, The Calloway COMPANY,
Timm. and The
Tunes-Herald, October 30, 1928, and the i
lVeshaLesituckian, January
1, 11142.

CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY

Fri. ,.Cl) to

6:0u - iat. 8:110 to 3:00

*-17Z:teite
North Marshall downed
spunky Benton five 74-59 in the! North Marshall
6 18 37 46
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising Letters
to the Editor, finals of the Paducah tourney to Heath
or Public Voice items which. in our opinion, are not
2 7 18 29
1,or the best take the championship from the
Interest ot our readers.
North Marshall (46)
defenchng champs for their 13th
Doyle 8, Laraine? 12, Spiceland
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO, 1SIS consecutive win of the season in it, Powell
4, Clark 2, Lampley 11,
Monroe, Menaphla, Tenn , 150 Park Ave., New Yerk, W IL
as
many
starts.
11.1411,Geheen 1
gen Ave., Chicago; SO Bolystoo St., Bostaa.
The Lowe. Blue Devils opened}
14eeth (26)
Entered at the lost Office, Murray, Kentucky, far traesenisuon as the Paducah Xmas tourney by • erase & Dumn 2, Fletcher 4
edging the Lane Oak Purple Hutcherson 9, Wallace 3, King 3.
Second Class Matter
Flash 51-48 North Marshall surSUBSCRIPTION RATIOS: By Carnet in Murray, per week
20t. Pec oved a "slow deecn" by the
(Night Games)
ceenth 86e In Calloway and adjoining cow:LW*, per year, $3.59. elseHeath Pirates for a 46-29 win.
Tilghman ......
where. $5.511.
30 49 76
In the night session the Tilgh- Ballard
11 20 33 34
man Tornados walloped Ballard
Tilghman 176)
!Memorial 76-34 and Benton rollMONDAY
Mutch:er 33, Pfanstitif 2, AusDECEMBER 29, 1958
ed ever Reidland 66-39 to wrap tin 3, Ragland 9, Denten 8,
ip the action on the opening Stamper 15, Stubblefield 13, Ray
1ay.
13, Sellars 2.
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
Semi-lir.al action saw the
Ballard (34)
North 'Marshall Jets recover from
Lane 5. Lanier 3, Evans 4,
New School Buildings
$130.000
a cold shooting first hall and Newton 9, Dexter 11, Hall 2.
Planning Commission with Profesaional
down Lowes 53-46. Benton surprised 3 TJrnado five to slap Benton
Consultation
17 31 46 66
T.lghsnan from the ranks a the Reolland
12 19 31 39
unbeaten
triumph
64-52
in
a
with
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Banton (SS)
a closely contested game.
Jones 6. J Morgan 22. Gold 14,
North Marshall walked over Duke 9, Darnell 10, M. Mergan
Industrial Expansion
Berton in :heir first meeting of 5.
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
:he season for the championship
Reidland (391
Widened Streets In Some Areas
with a 74-59 win Benton was
Penrod 7. Anderson 3, Carter
- he defend.ng champion. Lowee 3, Firown 2, Holdrnan 8, Rudolph
Continued Home Building
nanded Tilghman .ts second con- 14. Payne 2.
Airport For Murray
secutive deft-it with a 55-53 win
City Auditorium
in the consolaten game.
Semi-Fleab
North Marshall
9 18 31 53
1.41We'S moved into a first peLowes
14 25 35 46
riod 17-9 advantage in the openberth Marshall (53)
401
ng game and held the lead at
Doyle 12, Lariener 17, Spin-..wery quarter stop In stopping
land 7, Powell 14, Lampley 3.
•he Purple Flash. The Blue DevBIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
Lowe. (46)
.'s held 'he tapper hand 33-21 at
Courtney 4, Townseed 9, Huealfligne and matched the Flash
Call to remembrance the former days.
14, G:eirley 8, Miller 9. Holt
poem for point ' In The third ghes
2.
Hebrews 10:32.
canto for a 40-32 lead entering
We are always sure there were giants in
.nto the Anal period.
Benton
14 32 41 64
those days. Everything looked bigger and
12 32 44 .2
Heath employed a, slow down Tilghman
better, but these day, are the best in truth
Benton (64)
type play in an effort to unseat
and we can makr- them 'still better.
Jones 5. J. Moric.41 12. G.).(.1 29,
'he state's seventh ranked squad
out all in vain as North enlarged Duke 6. Darnell 10, M Morgan
a 6-2 first period lead to an 1$-7
Tilghman (52)
halftime margin. The Jets nenAlutch:er 10. Ragland 8. Denenued to move away in the third
period :o close the canto with a ton 18. Stubbleheld 5, Stamper
37-18 lead. Both squads scored 11.
nine points in the closing quarter
Consolation Game
as the Jets wrapped up their
Lames
9 22 35 65
twelth win .--'
11 22 40 53
Tiletunan dlosared onto the hard- Tilghman
Lowe. (55)
The 1969 state h.gh school a lower priority rating than Mom wood chalk:lag up a 71-34. triCourtney 14, Tow ns end 9.
basketball uournarrient will MI!mailed on the 15th The parti- umph over faltering Ballard Meheld in the Uniatersity of Ken- Itepat:ng schoola will receive the.maAil. Wine Tornado players en- t Hughes 16. Miller 11, Holt 8,
tucky Memorial Coliseum. at Lex- cket; alotted them under the tered the scoring colonies in Nichols-on 2
Tilghman (93)
ington. 41 March 16-21. Benton plan 4 diste.bution set up tici rag :feting the win. Ballard trailMartchler 6 Pfarastiel 2. Denton
represented this region in the the K_HSAA Heard of Centro! ed hy oaly entail points. 11-88 at
Stubble-feed
20
14, Sellars 1,
1958 St ate meet
The Incliarz !bef .re any orders are filled. The 'h - sni of Om opening period
hewed to a strong Davees Coun- iscnoo: orders will take all the inI * 10 points. 30-30 at the Stamper 10
.me intemession. The "Big
ty quietet in the opener Daviess I box seats and all the seats al
Championship Game
was runner-up in the meet thst Ithe sides 4 the floor below the • But" began to pick up steam in
' 18 33 51 74
was wen by Se Xav.er
en Herd per.od and rolled to a N oth Marshall
' ramps
14 30 42 59
, 49-23 lead holding the Bombers Benton
North Marshall H.gh School
Werth Marshall (74)
-'y three !eerie; in the third
TI currentCOILS.
l
tiered the rnos
The price of eckets calling f• r
Doyle 17. Lsehnset I& Spice prospect.ve Carididate to repre‘a :he ramps atee
chairseats ab„,
3 azer
, closed put 'he tIrSt land 16. Possell 8, Lampley 15.
sent tl)e Fult Region •n :he 'tale bleacher seat; at
the
north end r end action with a 66-39 win
Benton (59)
tournament For the pas: aeveral
the floor (abdicate prefer.m..„ -Aer the Greyhounds The InJones 4, J Morgan 8. Geld 21,
weeks the Jets have
• been ranked
on order) is 112.00 (13 seesiens !-dians broke away from a first Duke 4, Darnell 16, M Morgan
seventh n the state's top ten
The pr.ce of hamu calling for period 17-12 lead to m he into a
I
clubs. •DoPont Manual is the No.
balcony ;eats .5 18.00 (8 ses- •comfortable halftime advantage,
1 team at present.
sions) Each order mur include 31-19.
The , state champtonatiip action
CARLISLE INVITATIONAL
a reintlance of 25c for p stage.
opening
Ssturday aftern
be/ens:wish' one session .on WedDecember 29
hand..ng charges and .n Jrar.ce.c_eoest .aw a cold iih-nting North
• sday, n.ght There w .11 be
,n the refers. Checks sheuld be Marshall come from behind in
2:90 Fulten Cu. Ye. Clinton
three Se..kicks ma Thursday. and
made payable ti. State Tourna- t the fourth quar'er for victory
3:30 Sedalia vs. Carl-'le
two each
Friday and Satur7-00 S Marsh .11 vs LivingsLit.
: number 12. Lowe< hit a torrid
day. Thursday laoll present the ment T.ckeh Sales
8:30 Kirk.ey vs. Fulgham
only Morning action scheduled
Orden; for indiviclual. sese. es pace and led the Jets 14-9-at the
December 30
f.rst quarter stop and 25-18 at
for the tourney Al: ,,'her games tickets
i!
be
accep•rd
after
7.t.0 Quarte,r final
w.11 be pleated in the ar-erno.lns Februaryw•1 arid sheuld not be halft.me. North began to find 8:30
Quarter final
and evenings.
.ncluded with .rders for e on- the range in the1r third period
December 31
and closed the game to four
Purchase
,f tickers f r the •
sets at tickets mailed .pr
7:00 Ceneolatien
state match may be made on or
that rime An ever •he c. enter penis. 31-33. at the end of the
8:30 Champienah.p
after Janeare 15th Mat, orders sale w.11 be c.ndacted at 0 lown- I quarter. The Jets. moved into tie
•
should be aceires-ed to *ate town k,cat, n in Lex,nren be- lead in the finel canto to down a
MAYFIELD INVITATIONAL
spirited Blue Devil quintet.
Tournement Tickei Sa:es, Box ginning March llth
December 29
'Benton took the floor with
1173. Lexington. ,Kentucky. Any
200 Fultoe vs. Fancy Farm
vict ry in mind in the second
--rders with a post mark earlier
3:30 Concord ts. Ballard
anerneon clash and slapped rival
than Jan lary 15th will receive
7:30 St Mary's vs- Lewes
Paducah Tilghman from the
9.00 Wing., vs. Mayfield
rank of the unbeaten. The IndDecember 30
blAritejd_._erWrnIMIN. Sthirtnall6
1-30" Quarter final
14-12. at the end of one but the
9:06 Quarter final
Turnade squad pulled up with
December 31
I their foe in the Sec tad quarter to
7:30 COnsrriart:i,r.
kn e the .core 32-32 at halftime.
9:00 Champloliahip
Tilghman managed to move 111lo
• three pc-.nt. 44-41. going Into
the fourth period but the Indians
made a final drive and emerged
w;ct .,Totts over the f ayred
squad.
Tilighrron exper:enced another
Junto Furgerson of the Aim.
let clown in the cone:elation game
Warriors has e slim .2 points per
Lo's'es came from behind in
game • average ,,ver h.s closeet
1 the fourth stanza for a t'i'n point
challenger. Juries Erevan (Loh
I win. 55-53. Paducah saw a first
guard) for the lop scoring spot
' period two pv.int margin slip
in CaSoway Ceunty stand:Mr
! away in the secend quarter a.
Kirksey's Coleman Reeder has
the Dey5 pulled up 22-2 at Thi'
pushed his way to third plate net
, half way ceilnt. Tilghenan pushed
I ,o for behind Hazel's Erw.n.
into •si Lye point advantage 40-34
Reeder has prie"ecioa 17.4 average
by thec. close of the nerd pereef
for the tweh•e games he Isis
out fell short by two points in
played in
the f ,urth quarter as Leone slapped the Tornado with its second
Joe Green of :he New concord
set hack . of the raw*.
Redbirds and A:m .'s Thami;
Bunten stayed waken strikqng
Lamb told fourth and f:th plan
distance for three quarters before
respeet.yely Green's average fur
leeveng to county 'rival Nerth
the Season is 163 and Lamb has
Marshal in the championship
recorded 148 1 r the f.ve penes
.• North maned a four point
he ham particepat4-1 .n Lamb has
lead at the end .f 'he opening
been Indeeined ewe. east recently
per. el and was threee points in
with a foot injury Lamb subk nibs.
ft ant ef :he Indians at the inter
stituted for just a few moments
mos. n The Jets slowly fount
.n one 4 theere gam- erid scored
DIAS'S MAID-1)..dy Heath
t • a nine pont lead. 51-42. in
wi:nt s/ To - Lverag
, *woe, up sunahm. beside a
•toe third period and suddenly
does hot reeect: the: 1/
Hiii.:04‘..3 pool Si .ring interto
7.1k has ea,ned
-, ho"ne Sc ,re upwerd in
La'.
Missien VI ('Si re
cant to .te 13th •./.ri of
Iris cant,
Calloway Top Ten
D.ary of Anne Frarat." Woull
the seasen again:et. no defeats.
Jun. e Forgs'rson Almo ....18.3
you like Dudy in your dory?
First Round
James Erwin. Hazel
18.2
DflAW,A11
(Afternoon Games)
C.:eihan Reeder. K.rksey
I74
tanee nelmniet Gary Gaines of
...17 33 44) 51
Jot Green. New ;Concord
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Trertuk N J. dries oft after
L- tie Ok
.. 9 21 32 48
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Tri•eria. Lamb. Aim-,
14.8 (eating tho
if ia ks.
re entrting George WashingLowell (51)
David Ir..noey. New Cencoed 146
:n Fee 26. 1952.
Heston ti famous "Tossing of the
C'te
'
len,-, 7. T reneeut 8 Lynch
Gary Key, Kirksey
14 0 . t ,r, chat
pert ,riree e
Delaware rivet at (rosainw,.
1, Hustle. 15, M...ttr 12. Hilt 8
Jerry Waters. Rawl
13.0
:nal bfil
. tare y Lay not
Pa Only Guinea did It without
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Tourney Set For March 18-21
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USUAL FINE QUALITY

FRYING CHICKENS

•

WHOLE es

(CUT UP )
TRAY PACK

29'

LB
C---y—oult GUARANTEE

BOLOGNA

By The
Piece

Super Right Sliced

Lb

Liver

Braunschweiaer

MIX 'N MATCH SALE

a

33- 1%10 •

AU

LB.

SUPER RIGHT—ALL MEAT

QUALITY

c
49

Super Right
By The Piece

Cheese

3.3 -rtt•ric
slight
itstgiahl
t*J-le, is,
mulls

DO%
1-14. II
5

Lb 494

All Good Sliced BACON 49Clb

LUNCH MEATS
Bologna, PAP -Souse-Liver Cbsese.
CUive- Sp Ced Luncheon—Ma_aront
Cheese

Canned Hams
Spare R11135 Choicey

8-0z. Si
3 BigPkgs.
'S

Super Right

f

599

Lb.

8

'

Cale

Old Style )Small
Kraut
Sizes
2 Lb. Jar 2.5c

49`

Lb.

ORANGES

Florida

Grapefruit ',u'ocryda

•

Mt

.cn Zr 10,wz.eTtiza-..qc "5:y4et-Rt/f2-"Qce.44Afeaal

•'(

506 M
"YOU

8 lb. bag 59C
2 29c
6 394
.2

Crisp 24 Sas
Iceberg

8,49( Lettuce
Winesop Apples 2.99 Apples (F):::::.arred
Tangerines ,`.iird'a"
29' Bananas

Heads
Lg

Bushel

For

Large Golden
Ripe

Lbs. 294

•

Luncheon Meat
Sweet Pickles
Coverages

1C2A-ONZS.

SUPER
RIGHT
PAK

ZVJE

3

Yukon Club Ginger,Tom(
Ale PLUS)
Kola, Club Soda,
BOT.
Collins, and Root Beer.
DEP.

l•

Eight O'Clock
Lard
Crackers .
dexo

C oLlbteeBag 169 1 Lb

59,

FRESH

Checso

49c

L ghtly
t Salted N Lb
SA& 0-Bt
•Oz

Butte
Cheese Slices
Sweet Milk R):::"
Cheddar Cheese „„

ks Gal
Gen

16.01."
A9
/ c

52 Cia.

67' Potato Chips'paanr:
25` Donuts
44 Orange
594 Buns
Jane P•rker—Plain
Sugared or Cinnamc
Chiffon
Cake

Ea.

Reg.
2Sc
f Reg.
I1 59c

34T-YOURSELF ENCYCLOPEDIA
Ci oner
4 1'
Pip-O-Lite MAPSHFAALLOW CREME2 11:8;

g

&Ica
• 9
.11
%.•

•-•

nrp

Reg.
Size

WWI

Lava Soup
Don

Lg
F2

R eg

BLUE
DOT

2.0 Oz
P1.5
L2

I, ..
.
i

Pkg

Cp,k1a,..t

Pkg

ellig Chant
Pkg

7o
.
Off
) Ltp
Deal
Roses

/c Off )25.0z.
Deal
Boa

Detergent

"

Bars

Bars

Lg
Pig

Che5r

Gall

Pkg

. .....

SOAP
POWDL.tl

Oe•ergent

77t
2%
2 23c
33g 77c
74
77g
z
57
111
e.

Bath

43111F Size

ZoN

2 43c
Bars

Volumes
2 Thru 12
(VOL. 1 STILL AVAILABLE ONLY t5)

Es.

Ito,

Golden
Whole
Kernel

Doles
Supreme

Ctn
16-01
Cant
8-Os
Bct

16 Or

Detergent

(lox
Lg
Bars

14-Os
Cans

CLEANER

Ls
Pkg.

4

Here's 01
that's el
Sant:one
regularly
your clot
*time. Be
newness
log Attie
now Cal
holiday c

99c

25 Ft
Rol

BUTTER KERNEL

Switch

Of 12

Reynolds Wrap:4iliseluc
LIcEns
Corn
Sweetener
Sic & Span ivory Sour (:2719,:)2
2
Comet
32g
Dretit
COTTAGE
CHEESE

15
9:
2
49

)
CLueo
lnz

Hamburger Or
Frankfurter
Rolls

SAVE MONEY

29`
49
-11

o
C
i,C
c;
8
, r.a
t 65C
Jar

Reg. I 1-Lb. A 9c
59e N Box el

[.POPULAR SCIENCE EDITION (ILLUSTRATED)
SAVE TIME

•

39c

JANE PARKER

4Vc Apple Pie (Reg)

Lb.

Sennyfield
_
sweet Cream

19g

24-OZ

BOTTLESL

s
m ali_
Sultana

a ow

•

QT. /5g
J
%.0

Seer Right
With Beans

Bee
Lb
Ctr
1 Lt
Bo.
Lb
Can

SHORTENING

Mild

790

Chili
2
4 594 Pork & Beans ...a
19` Stuffed Olives
3 694 Egg Nog ;,',:na

)

AriatoCrat
Pak liattenes

s.

•

...

Giant

Pkg

ALL PRICES IN THIS 50 Ed FECTIVE THPu we- n

•

29g
214
3.51:
65c
29
35(
31c
77t
nrc it

•

EMBER

29,--1958(
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6- 51ark iris by
%sound
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Is- Field Club
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LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Answer to Yrat•rday's Puzzle
CA
Si TS
HEAL
AR
PICRE
EN 1 E
013NE
E
F
Dall4121i1 A
C'!IZ

LEXLNGTON, Ky.—You don't
know what to give at Christmas?
Then a flowering potted plant
may be the solution • to your
problem. The familiar poinsettia
Is always welcome, but a gay.
colorful azalea, cyclamen, or
begonia should not be overlooked.
Whichever the choice, a flowering plant may be enjoyed long
after the holiday season, and
even far into January and February if it is given the right
care .
Temperature, water and light
in the proper degree or amount
win influence the length of time

5namou
glonmum
MOOD MUM

onto•lois

10- Walks
um.t ead117
12-, rr olf elate
rt. k
13- .1 ritsrs
IC-Ns-um
12-Ef .tsktp
21 - Strifrig

EIMU MOH DEM

mom mEgom
moan
uomiRomm

gagi

lit

23•11antlle
23IM o,-.1t
pieces

180

10(

33- Ses ured
34-1.a.
-so
35- Snsall
annfunte
37- %Valk,.
wearity

27-Lamprey
25- ...face
30-Short sword
II- liquor

NS
5c

32-.1ftcrslIntier
candy

•

1

2

3

4

,
..s.r.

t.'•,
;

40-Man's name
43- Aftstromou.
irarty
44-The sun
47-Jt3lsild
' measure
Saltbr
49-1'rep,,

7

. ..•• • .*
12
.;...13
i'.1,1
la_a„.
.„."

i1

14

l,Xi'6

5

5

8

9

"..

17

PAGE THREE

Don't Overwater
Plants, Specialist

10

the plant remains attractive, says' Dr. Liberty Hyde Bailey.
notedi ter if they are kept in a cool
Dr. J. D. Kelley, assistant horti- horticulturist from
Cornell Uni- sunny window.
culturist at the University of 1 versity, once stated
that more
Kentucky.
plants are killed by drowning:
REPLATE
During the daytime, see that than by drought, Dr. Kelley rethe plant is placed in the coolest called as he quoted: "Plant roots
AMHERST, Mass. —(UPI— A
part of the room, away from need air as well as water, and
radiators or other sources of excessive amounts of water do century-old --printing press which
heat. At night, a temperature of not allow a place for air in the has been standing idle for many
60 to 85 degrees is advised. soil. Over - watering literally years will be pressed into service
Special precautions should be smothers to death the plant again at Amherst College. It has
been turned over to the College's
taken with poinsettias, as they roots," he said.
Fine Arts Department by the
are sensitive to chilling, and
Dr. Kelley recommends that owner,
the Amherst Journal Recmay lose their leaves as a re- only enought water
should be ord Company, for imatructio
sult.
n in
applied to thoroughly soak the
graphs arts.
The amount and time of wa- soil, and more should not be
tering often determines the life added until it is getting dry
A card game called All Fours
of a plant. Strange as it may again. However, the plant s
was played by the Pilgrims in
seem, watering at regular inter- should be regularly checked to
1833. Variations of the same
vals, instead of when the plant be sure they get water when it
game include Old Sledge. Highactually needs it, may result is needed, he warned.
LOw aek. California
Jack and
in drowning it.
Most plants groo be-t in win- Pitch.
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'WENT CRAZY. KILLED WOMAN—Handcuffed, William A.
Cameron 22. a college freshman and father ut a 7-monthold daughter. is taken to DeWitt State hospital from Chico,
Calif., for psycniatrie examination after admitting slashing
to death Mrs. Vivian Malone, 50. He said she called him
vile n:r,•,es and wouldnt atop ''Then I lust went crazy,"
Camelot.
Escorts are Sheriff's Deputy Kyle Brady
Middle) and Lloyd Mulkey assittant distlict attorney.
Psychiatrists found Cameron "perfectly sane." The victim's
husband is master sergeant with 1..1. S. Air Vorce in England.

MURRAY LOAN CO.
506 W. Main St.
YOUR

Telephone P1. 3-2621

HOME -OWNED

LOA, l

CO.'
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0 FREE
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4
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FARM FACTS

IbONSERVATION M 4,N D ED.
loud costs for the
Th:
toofini.t.t of Arne'ican c :timer
•
.he Ken:to:Ay; Baaktee A, .cia- I wrward; and costs of non-agton recently adopted the phrase r.cultural things - labor,-equip°C..ni,
erva.lon
Everyb ,dy's m,nt and services will collie, ti
is
closine- " a its theme fir 1959 0. pw a rds
and voted to make CONSERVAConsumers. the foreca ters say,
.i_r:
m j r egr:cuOura ac- all ge. a break '-eciusi: far --.
tiviiy for the yr. The bankers increased production of wheat.
oxpic
c ...„oi:Oc
with .ither corn. p:;u1try.
and „Eller
oorser‘atic•n minded groups in thing: jr 1958 -ind will have to
making everybAy conscious of sell them at lower prices in 1959.
beir stake in c.:ri4erving our soil, On the other hand, the ocst of
water and foreit it'3ourcesthings that farmers buy .will
Up until a few
years ago it probably go higher because of
;r1 7ren se ;, strikes, shutwas thought that the only way
to increase food and fiber pro- downs, lay-offs and similar prorot manipulations.
duction in the United States was . OC.iOfl c
Bocause of the efficiency of the
by bringing new land into cultivation. Then, just about the American farmer it takes less of
time we ran out of such areas. the wage-earners doliar to buy
od in the United States than
it was found that by applying
science to agr.cuoure. yields cau:d any other major country. Not
be 4rat1). increasiot and require- only doe.; he produce abundantly
f:r the inc me earner but he supf_r a :a.z
P dula
en:rim:us quantities of food
could be produced on fewer aci-24 •
.
, .ne of the big problems of .o the gi vernm nt, at equitao:irlure is rem9va.
. •cf land rice -. tri be used for school binand cxp3t, Ii
from cuitivation. saving it for obe we'f3le
:riencily nations._ Most farm leadfuture needs.
ers think that
large share of
1-lad -the
pr duct ion meth 'is
used on farms a generation iit.7 the c -t of what is referred ta a'
the "Farm Program" should be
contirtied. the American populoti-.n might well have felt a changed to nationalowelfare and
foreign programs.
shortage of''f(od arid c: >thing
ere
thOs.
With
a'l
to
du:
res-peet
Here's one New Year's resolution
• Drab colors restored
•ir forefathers, they were. great
BIG PRODUCE
that's easy to keep. Use our
r
to like-new brilliance
ant
sic_Isiers of. naturSYRACUSE. N. Y.
Sanstone Dry Cleaning service
al
r
oirces.
We
are still ahusiag "Raven, a brown Swiss -Cow
regularly. Then you'll be sure all
• Routs out ALL the dirt
or e. sources but, as least are
h..‘re du Ong a farm corryour clothes look like new all the
i7;
righ! direction ventiOrt, set a WCTId's record
..time. Both the look and feel of
• Stubborn spots vanish
1One
of
the
bed -examples of this When f he produced 34.850 pounds
newness will be restored in cleantrend is corn production in Ken- of milk in a single year. enough
ing after cleaning. Start right
• Perspiration gone
During
lucky.
the decade 1910- to oipply a family of four with
now Call on us, to care for your
19 Kentucky farmers planted a quart of
holiday cleaning needs.
milk each day for
• No cleaning odor
about 314 "million acres ytariy to more than 11 years. The
consproduce 60 'million bushi....:
owned by the Lee's Hill Farm
in 195/1 Iheyo pioiduced 75 of New Vernon, N. J.
millu n bushels on 1 142 milli, n acrex.It Will tolte 565,000 gallons of
THE SQUEEZE. In the lacquer, 30.000 pounds of glycereconomic forecasts that came to ine to help turn out the 10 million
our desk last month there was gross of pencils being produced
Phone PL 3-2552
general acoVement ott these points: In the US. this year.
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1-02
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Laundry - Cleaners

2S(4

2Et
3.5it
65

'

1'159

will

Kraft

Tomato Juice - - - - Mild

and

46-oz
can

•

MEE 3 1.69
B

Towie

Chef's Delight

Stuffed Olives

small

orC 31

•

10' Cheese Food _ _ _ _ - 2 lbbot 59*

Kroger White, Yellow, Spice, Devil's Food

Spotlight

Cake Mixes _ _ _ _ _ 4

Instant Coffee _ _ _ _ _

"
boles $1

Kroger

Cohen Stubblefield
Sheriff, Calloway County

95'

Country Club Turkey, Beef, Chicken

Saltines

Pot Pies _ _

box25e

Dixie Pride

Blossom

Biscuits

3

- - -- 4 89`

Fresh - 20-oz. loaves

Bread

Cans 29*

2 loaves 39

Kroger Smoked
sugar cured
and hickory
smoked

lb.
U.S. Gov't

35'

43 Haddock Steaks _ _ _ _ 10..7..194
tic
U. S. Gov't. Inspected Fryer Parts
39
Taste 'o Sea

Slab Bacon

Bologna

Inspected

89* Whole Fryers - - - lb. 270

2

Sugar Cured st Cots

pkg.

(by the
piece

lb

V

e

Tender and
Thighs
Legs

Serve Your Family the Finest Poultry Available!
Serve U. S Gov't Inspected Poultry from Kroger!

JANUARY 1, 1959
TO AVOID 2% PENALTY

•)9c

BAG

Pork Sausage

PAY BEFORE

8 oz
size

59c

1-LB. BAG

Mellow

Large

35
310
77

29' Spaghetti Dinner _ _ - -

Swift's Premium Brookfield

Property Taxes Are !low Due

25

Plus
Deposit

Blackeye Peas - - - -.
"
3 10'

Kroger

Picnics

prob-

TAX NOTICE

29

16 oz
can

STILL

firm

4111111w.

Showboat

Pork & Beans

BOONE'S

BOONE'S

.. 99c

Rol'

•

Better Sanitone Dry Cleaning

)
113
4.0
.
.

5 Ft

Tasty Kruger

Switch Now to

Jar

Quart

TOP VALUE STAM
PS

This Coupon and
a Purchase of
$2.50 or More at
Exclusive of Cigarettes,
Krogers.
Coupon Expires
Saturday, January j,
1959

regular size
6 bottle
carton

SPOTLIGHT -

sinew
siletaa-

I 1114 11111 11111
1111 11111

"II

•

•

Ai

COUPON

Meaty Chicken Breasts

lb 59c
lb 59c

lb 69c
Wings . . . . . lb. 29c
Backs and Necks lb. 15c

Golden Ripe
for salads
and snacks

Bananas„
2 25c
Head Lettuce 2 .4 cs,
lbs.

Crisp 'n Chipper

IKE'S CHRISTMAS DINNER—Little does this poor bird know
he's scheduled to be President
Eisenhower', Christmas dinner.

"Handler" in Washington is
Homer Gruenther, Ike aide.

large
heads

stort,-sets•

re-0iTy

NO1 ALL. L E pc.I et.
-

•

taa
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- Roof Of World Being Carpeted t ':,1
With Missile Launching Pads

Phone PL 3-4707

atitafe4-

I

Personals
Mr and Mrs. Larry Joe Cotton
cif Clearwater. Florida are spendrig the holidays with Mrs. Cote:Ws parente Mr. and Mrs. Thorns R.berts.
••••
Dr. and Mrs. Jac* Kahn and •
children will arrive in Murray
Tuesday to vas:1 with Mrs.
Kahn's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George Upchurch.

Editors Note: Donald Wise of
the Lindon Daily Express has
spent seine tame on the border
of Tibet , interviewing travelers
and businesernen fnen that remote M./sad:an. In the following
dispatch he rep irts on Soviet
military activities in Tibet.

By DONALD WISt
London Dally Express
Staff Reporter
Distributed by UPI
• ON THE TIBETAN BORDER
(UPI) —A quarter of a million
ehbese, working under the chof Ruseian rocket cx, rection
'i ports, are carpeting the roof of
the werld• in Tibet with _the
deadliest pattern of missile
launching pads facing the free
world.
The two dozen or more pads
stretch from the northeastern
frontier of India opposite Bhutan
along the Hisnalaya,e to the Karakabo- mountain range agairnt
:he Indien and Pakistani frontiers of Kashmir.
In terms of what the Welt
already known of the 6.000 mile
itussian intercantinental ballidic
— —

•

S

ocial Catena*.

Monday. January 121
The Sigma ilepartment nif the
Murray Wienaras club will meet
al 7:30 in the evening Hostesses
w.1: be Mesdames Jahn Neal
Purdoirn, Robert Hendon. Gender
Reeves. Bethel Richardson, and
Robert Hopkins.
••••
4,951 FOSTER FATHERS- Diarnanto Sarnartzt. 10, Woks het
Tuesday. J
y 1$
thanks In Tripoiis. Greece, where she received gifts from
The Walling Workers class of
4.061 -toatei fathers'• who adopted tier in September through
:he Merle's-ie. Batatbt Church will
the Foster Parents plan The -foster tathets- are the inmeet at 7 pm to the home of
mates of Canforn.a s San Qucntin prison. They sent $.:5, Lou.
Mrs. Lois Btsffinton. 125 Orchard
Heights.
• • ••
POPULAR TRAIN
US. scientists are studying •
CHL9QA(30
LOVE THY NEIGHBOR
Upf
— The prapasal for clepoe.ng of radioWf .n COVINA. Calif. I UPI)' Burlington
Raannad s
istal aative wenn by firing .
- hem • to
—Mrs. Nairn. Walsh, canv.cted Deane.
' Denver Zech yrs have :he moon in rackets.
of snaking a neghbi: r we:h a carried ni.ire than 42Uina0 passhase nozz:e. was Sentreed by engers netween Ch.cagn. Denver ' The outskirts of Are.arican cit.
Judge Williern M Mar n to read and Ce: a-ae • Springs since they .es have been growing s_x times
the book "'Haw T Win Friends ern'. .n: regular overnight ser-1 as fee as the ciftes tnemeelves
and Inflasence People."
yrte
ag0.
.r. rteer.1 years.

MirDA

for
BACK TO THE WARS
BOOK
of the local population and
stage
twD—abl°111the er
erection of military bases.
Mass. — (UPI) —
In New Delhi there is a very
A 127-year-old printing press
FROM THE TERRACE, b y
worried Prime Mirester Nehru.
used to
which
was
publish
The official Indian attitude to Jahn Onlara (Random House): , broadsides during the Civil
War,
wont,
Offlara's
ambitiou,
most
the Himalayan frontier is that
is hack in service here. After
it is impossible to defend for which he attempts to trace the many years in dead storage,
the
Hiscinds warheads could
ecumenic and financial reasons. blighting effect of a father's re-'Otis Tufts toggle-type press
has
be fired off the Tibetan Plateau
jection of a child. Alfred Eaton is
Nehru's
defense
is
to
win
bigbeen set up in a studio for use
to hit accurately anything in the'
wig Chinese friends like Mao and the chief figure of thls marathon- in coursers taught by Prof.
Wilwated except maybe for poets of
influence Chineee people w It h' length novel. Born into a wealthy
m H. Darr of Amherst ColAfrica and America.
the non-alignment theory that, Penntylvania
Aldeed ap- lege.
Firing from the high mountains ,
parently had all the advantages
t‘ee the ICBM a big start over armies are a thing of the past.,
could ask for — health.
y
Meanwhile, the little fur-hatted anbody
the West at launching. What this
Chineseid'
t India's herd- wealth, intelligence,' social Memear
in tern-ms of added flight
ers are trotting over the passes llon. But Aldred's older brother
range of an ICBM is not acFor Your
and .reducing (the wispy no- Billy was his father's favorite,
curately kraiwn. But it must
man's-land of what was never and when Billy died the Oder
HEATING
certainly be prodigious since
a well-defined frontier into mere- Ea tan was crashed by a grief
misaile men's greatest struggle is
Needs
ly yards in some places, a few that never left him. He turned a''
the initial surge off :he pad and
call
his energies into his steel mi.,
miles in others.
here the R,,ds will blast off with
ignariog his wife arid childreli
-‘49s three mile start over anything
Alfred also carried a burdur,
.1/
lifting off say Cape Canaveral.
BRASH YANK
adolescent guilt in ounn,
The rocket pad building, plan
Tat nee.
with the deaths of two girl.
which is being prefted ahead at
LONDON (UPI) — The fol- loved. These events influenct1=7a
breakneck speed is the third lowing ad appeared in the
per- everyth.ng that happened to hit:
I‘d
441
stage of Red Chinese military serial column af the Times
of later in his personal and tita—
I.......Attn00
.
planning in Tibet.'
London.
ness life. Oliara's character- ,
The green lien from Moscow
"Impoverished American stu- exactly drawn with a weaia.
for technicians to come in with dent:front New England anxious
detail—especially sexual, wh.ca
their know-how and missiles was to appreciate to the full the
probably will offend same readgiven by Premier Nikita S. iCh-' British way of life seeks
ers. His word pictures of ar. •
rushchev when he flew to Peip- of English autrsmabile sound
OIL CO.
of , commentaries on the high socien
ing with an outsize military ad- wind altd limb to accompany
and business strata in which a.New Concord Road
visory group shirty before Mao him in his quest — write
Box , ?red
moved
rismarkabn•
are
Tstung's gunners started shelling
Phone PL 3-1323
Querney in August.
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Adjusted To Standards
Mao's "Fintarat ors" started inwig porcAsso•
1
any
finrating into Tibet early in the I
19''s. They spoke the language,
drmak
betan 'tea with salt
end yak butter in it, and dressed
in long coats, high soft leather
beats and round fur hats.
Around 1984. with his fifth
, serene,
column of tobacco traders and
teachers (ail of them seldiers or,
;a a Areal ciarieniesarsi thoroughly;
EDUCATOR
spying out the land. the Red.
•
•yit
d ictator sent his blue and khakiBy DELOS SMITH 0
APPROYFD
clad soldiers scrambling tsp rh,
UPI Science Editor'
NEW YORK
la PI) — The i wicked passes and racenes from
parathyroid glands may hold the; La ngehaw on to the Tibetall
In This
;ecret of how rnahlond cap be! plateau.
protected against ra.Latian dleethLed by the warlike Kampa
no trivia, threat in this comic • tribe, Tibetans last thousands of
Is jest 10 Sys yos esu
age.
dead fighting their 'liberators
bars
b
I he average per or
hardly with British and German viesse
the wink swe sari way Is
kn as he has pa:aelytnen. Out ons until the Deal Llama, hying
lows to typo RIGHT!
ne has them. iii dig thr
-faur Buddha and ruler of Tibet. called
to six .pe.let-like organs which a halt to all resistance.
C‘e
+1.
secre a chnical that mai:nal-a
The eriply way of preserving his
as low als 15.00 don ti
4412111b
a proper level of calcium in the national entey was to go along
44110ft
'
bi
_s•
with Mao's plans and he knew it, ,
and $5.30 per month
hree scientists of the CanaWanted Intermarriage
dian gavionrrient's atonic teAs Czech trucks ground up
eearch labora.ory a: Chan. Kiver, roads, which engineers were
Or.:. hese dern •nstraIna :hat this bleated and building jult ahead '
macre:ion defirately practects the of them, with cheap gifts of
only against th,e aeacuy effects textiles and alcshei to keep the
of rachatrp.
liberated hay. Mao ordered his
of
The experimented with raas soldiers to intermarry with the
which have persthyraids, too. Tibetans.
.
aahese rats were rrraarated by the
Cage one of infiltration paved
cure with X-rays in a doze calIssansi
canoed to be on the verge of
menureassaissimmassamousssammussommusinaasassinsmosmassumassmsza ma ma 1SS3
iliMilliSM Ara MI Aii mm- utomi.smaiwei,
ceath-desaimik
.
de.are
group was trrsulat1
annuail
tnem wi..e inJ...-cttu
rlaratnyr..id secretion,
sopeskment.ng the 4u:put isi I
:neer awn gleans ana so rateng
:he ale•-4 lea el of calcium. Inc I
u.-^tt• hail ware uijeetua with a I
ania-an not nalcuinteci :o
do tyleng1
inseetiou Afterwards
The,any* at.er the. irradiat. U, din per con.
Lae paralhy
aunnaks were aiis•e.
wtti.e 02 in SC 'which had beer. in;ectc..1 :riere.y wen saline. the
sari a. lien was dewn to 52.9
-.
We have thousands of dollars
. etre
worth of top quality, nationally
advertised merchann.; aily it eccurteci to the
for men that must move ... so
take
saieinnis ina. pluaellyroid secremoney-saving event!
ea: 'would nase iin effect it it
and save! All new styles.
ease neec.eia imnielsately alter
irradiali _n rather than unmet:Irately before.
Florsheim and Freeman
Fine Quality Hyde Park and Merit
Of the ga itsp af rats in Inn exWorld Famous Dobbs
penmen:. op 1 per ce.a of the beau
ereen g,:: paiaihyroel seen-ilea
e.'. .a...e after 3 days, anal the
earsevors amcsag ene had whicn
gia bailee isna u nen to only 21.4
$20 Values
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A FliS11VI MI %.L begins with the foreign flavors of two appetizers—Austron Salt and
Caraway Sticks and Hungarkin Layer Pancakes—which are arranged for serving on a Cray.

Imo,the World Over
SI )00/1 O'SULLIVAN
VE an international
flavor to your entertaining Instead of sticking to old
standbys, dip into foreign
recipes for fascrnattng and
satisfying results.

G

Exclusive Treats
Where can you find them
There are any number of foreign specialty cookbooks on
the market but, to get you off
to a start, we asked the American Spice Trade Association
to test three recipes exclusively for our readers. The
Association macre a file of
exotic dishes when planning
their annual dinner, which
this year had a United Nstlor... theme
Tempting Appetisers
The three that follow are
for terriptirg appetizers—
Layer Pancakes from Hunvary.Salt and Caraway /Rick
Austrian-style and a shrimp
specialty from Morocco. •
Salt Inns' Kummelstagen
(Austrian Salt and Caraway
Sticks): Cream 11 c. butter or
margarine until waft. Gradually blend in 2 c. sifted allparp3se flour and 14 c. milk.
Shape into ball and chill until
dough can be easily handled,
about 2 hrs.
Roll to 1/16 In thickness on
a lightly floured board. Cut
into strips Sin long and 'Alm

wow?

-

Shoes
10% Off

• ••:'•
•-•.• •

A VI.
m
•:r
spread on pan sires for this -even-layer hot hors d oitiere.

advantage of this big

SUITS-for MEN
Save 25 to 50%

SPORT COATS
you save 25%

I

Sport Shirts
just $395

a
a
a

Topcoats

a

;

owe.

Beat 1 egg white only until
tunas and ,rush over surfaee
of strips. Sprinele with salt
and caraway seeds.
Bake on lightly greased
cooky ehects in, preheat, d
moderate oven-(313' F. 10
min, or until lightly broar.ed.
coo: (.v1 wira raeire
Serve eali yes':able lu:ce
ads. Se,re in nalit:y
3r
-nosed containers. Makes 6
doe
Hakett'Sonkaepalac•nila
(ITenaar an Linnir
cakes) Rift I c leen %ate 12

NOW IN PROGRESS !

disc
Come in now --

tsp. salt. Vs tsp. sugar and 141 lb. (1 e.) chopned boiled or
tsp. soda.
baked ham seta 1 egg yolk,
Combine 1 beaten egg yolk
la c. sour cream. aa tsp. pow- •
with Ins c. milk and stir
C. dered dry mustard. 12 asp,
Into dry ingredients.
apaprikann2 tsp. salt and PIC
Gradually add remaining
tsp grodhd hlack pepper. Mix
milk and nag yolk. Mix well. well. Spread between pane
Beat 1 egg white until it cake layers.
Rentroune (Moroccan
stands In soft peaks. Fold into
mixture.
Shrimp):Place 1 lb. uncooked
For each pancake, pour 1
shrimp In saucepan with 1 4 c.
tbsp batter at a time onto
dried parsley flakes. I hay
hot greased griddle. Cook on
leaf. PS tsp. sait and ie tsp.
one side until brown, about
whole black pepper. Add
1 min Turn and cook other enough boiling water to cover
side, about la min.
shrimp. Cover and cook below
As pancakes cook, turn out boiling point until shrimp
onto lightly buttered baking, turn pink, about 15 min. Resheet. Stack layercake fashmove from heat, cool, peel
ion with Ham Filling. using
and devein shrimp_ Serve on
toothpicks dipped into
4 pancakes and 3 layers filling for each ease k Brash top Shrimp SallCe.
pancake with melted butter
Shrimp Sauce: Combine In
or margarine.
c. salad ori,i tbsp. freraa
Just before serving, bake In lemon Juice, l tsp. crumbled
preheated moderate oven tired parsley flakes, 3 t rp.
$1150' P.)lb to 20 mitt. or until ground coriander seed,,2 tne
filliria Is set. Cut each into eç ,und cumin geed. 34 tap.
4 wedges. Serve warm as nor, salt. 1 2 tap. pap:real a
d'oeuvres. Makes 32 servings. cinsh
s arid cayeraie r
Ham Enlists: Combine I
Mix well. Serves 6 to d.
-

CORN -AUSTIN COMPANY
PRE-INVENTORY SALE

•

_
now $285°

Hats

Q'Now Only q 2.95
----

CAR COATS
25% Off reg. price

DRESS TROUSERS
slashed 20%!

SUEDE
JACKETS
now '18.95

Sport Shuts
haw only $795
Topcoats
25% Off

Corn -Austin Company
— WHERE MEN TRADE"

•••••,

•

•
•

•
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WARS

A,-rording to the Navy's Hurricane Hunters", hurricanes are
tropical cyclones occurring in the
Atlantic. Caribbean and Gulf of
Mexico. By common agreement
they are called "tropical storms.'
until the maximum wind speed
exceeds 75 miles per hour, after
which they are called hurricanes.

T, Mass. — (UP!) —
r-old printing press,
s used to publish
during the Civil War,
; service here. After
; in dead storage, the
toggle-type press has
p in a studio for use
taught by Prof. Wilarr of Amherst Col- W

(our

kTING OIL
Needs
call

•

I
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1
Hunter Overcomes Obstacles
Tuberculosis ie costing Amer; LEWISTON, Maine —(UPI— icans more than $720.000.000 a
; Alderman Roland R. Tardier. 17, year, leargefry in tax dollars.
NiEw yaw
( _ (upir) _ The , she an eight-point, 185 - pound Your purchase of Christmas Seals
he is oogi. now
will help to lower this cost
Samuel Hardy Award. first made' biwk despite the tact
in 1962 to Dr. Allen B. Stowe of ; fined to a wheel chair by leg in the future.
Any one of the four deck-edge
Kalamazoo, Mich., is presented injuries he suffered in World
elevators on the Navy's newest
annually by, the United States ; War IL
aincrait carrier USS IndependLawn Tennis Association to the
ence, could hold two suburban
person selected by the directors
Iota complete with hernes and
of the Tennis Educational FounSouthpaw's Series Record
•
landecaping. Each link of the two
Hurricane winds and clouds dation for outstanding service to
anchor chains on the Navy's
usually extend up 40 to 60 thou- the tennis educational program.
sand feet, according to the Navy's
CLEVELAND —'(UP!)— Har- newest iancnatt carrer USIS In"Hurricane Hunters".
The eye of a hneficane aver- ry Brechoen of the St. Louis Car- dependence, weighs 360 pounds
ages about 14 miles in diameter, dinals, who turned the trick in (total weight 246 tons) and the
according to the Navy's "Hur- 1946 against the Boston Red chains could sustain the weight
ricane Hunters".
Sox, is the only south paw in of four of the largest locomotives.
history to win three games in
Fewer than seven million of a single ;World Series.
the nation's more than 46 million
Two-thirds of South America
ENDS
homes are now heated with coal.
lies within the tropics. The equaTUESDAY
California gray whales sum- tor' crosses the continent on a
mer in the Arctic Ocean and the 'line with the Amazon river.
Bering Sea, then swin more than
5,000 miles each winter to breed
in Lower California.
Chile ranks next to the United
States in copper production, minU.S. production of paper went ing about 20 per cent of the
up 70 per cent beVween 1945 and world's supply.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

NOW!
•

FRANK
SINATRA

TONY

'UCKY LAKE

PAGE FIY1

USLTA AWARD

DAYS NUMBERED—Chocolate smudges face of Gregory
Murphy, 6, as 10-year-old sister Sharon (left) and Barbara
Pritchard, ii, • neighbor, help make what life Is left to him
happier in Milwaukee, Wis. Gregory has brain cancer.

CURTIS
IThUE
WOOD

111, CO.
Concord Road
3ne PL 3-1323

Mrs. Jessie (Lina) Paschall, age 66, passed away yesterday at 2:10 a.m. Cause of death was given as complications following an illness of two weeks.
Survivors include her daughter, Mrs. Aubry Jones,
one sister, Mrs. Bethel Paschall, three brothers, Charlie,
Rom and Jim Oir of the county.
Rev. T. G. Shelton has accepted a pastorate of Big
Rock and Blooming Grove churches, Big Rock, Tenn.,
and will move to the pastor's home at Big Rock on
January 1 and serve each church for full time.
Friends and relatives gathered at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. A. J. "Sime" Burkeen Sunday in joint celebration of the former's 77th birthday, which was on December 24; and Mr. and Mrs. Burkeen'a wedding anniversary which was December 18.
Mr. and Mrs,Holland Jones and daughters, Annie
and Bobbie entertained the young people's class and their
teacher, Rudolph Key, of North Fork Church, last Saturday evening in their home.
Miss Emma,Jo Overast, age 81, died today at 8:00'
ip%aorras1
a.ms.
Survivors Yisni.lude her foster son, Chester Robinson.
and several nephews and nieces.
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NEW YEAR'S EVE

Buy at lust
'41
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Midnight
Show

ATTORNrf GENERAL —1 frit
woman attorney general In
Pennsylvania's history will
be Judge Anne Alpern of Pitt.burgh. She was appointed by
Gov.-elect David L Lawrence.

SAVE UPa 11O $10000

YOU WON'T BELIEVE YOUR EYES! A FLOOR FULL OF BEAUTIFUL LIVING
ROOM SUITES AND
ALL AT DRASTICALLY REDUCED PRICES. HERE ARE JUST A FEW EXAMPL
ES

LIVING ROOM FURNITURE

• And On The Screen •

One outstanding two-piece suite in timeless Lawson
styling. Full foam rubber and in the most popular shade
of brown.

was $29900

t tn.t esisad.sea impaisseys•

•

were $249"
CHRISTMAS ITRINCESS--Prineeeis
A ;exam]rm. daughtu of the
duke of Kent, makes • lovely
picture in Kensington. England.
as she poses for 22nd birthday I
photo. She was born on Dec.23.

Beautiful suite in cherry with high pressure plastic top.

$80"OFF
$5000 OFF

Only two of these, Brown frieze, two piece suite.

mous Dobbs

DINETTE SUITES
Save Up To $75.00

was $169"

Early American Sofa, beautiful styling. Foam Rubber.

was $219"

was $1695°

EXTRA SPECIAL! ODD HIDE-A-B-D. Tweed cover
foam rubber. Turn your den into an extra bedroom.
was 999.00
'50 OFF

Values

tly '12.95

rs

was $139"

Extra Special! Limed oak finish, three-piece suite. Double dresser, bookcase bed, chest.

was $149oo

Tell $11.95

Shirts
Lly $7"

Solid cherry, the beauty and quality that only Wild
Cherry can give to furniture. Double dresser, mirror,
popular spindle bed, chest.

. Style Mart

Genuine Bassett, nationally advertised, quality suites.
In walnut, or gray mahogany. Finest construction. Hand
rubbed finishes.

coats

V)Off

YOU MONEY!

was $9900

$80"OFF

was S21900
This teen-ager knows that there's no substitute
for systematic saving to turn the rosiest dreams
into glorious realities. You can play it smArt in
the same way at the same place...

—

1
2% Interest —
2/

.BANK of MURRAY
MEMBER F.D.I.C.

$8000 OFF

NO TRADE INS

$40 OFF

Extra Special! Seven-piece Chrome 36x60 table, 6 chairs,
choice of colors.

60oo OFF

was $329°°

$50 OFF

Chrom-Craft seven-piece suite, black or bronze, ChromCraft quality.

BEDROOM SUITES

price

$7500 OFF

CHROM-CRAFT SUITES REDUCED
Outstanding value, eight-piece group, table, six chairs,
matching server.

were $219" $9000 OFF

ats

$60°° OFF

Many Many Others in All Styles, Finishes, and All
At Tremendous Savings!

$70"OFF

Several Suites in the most popular Modern styling. Nylon
covers in a wide, wide selection of colors. You are bound
to find a style and color to suit your taste.

• PON AA

* ADMISSION *
All Seats .. 75c

was $199"

$100 OFF

were $298"

d

•

merchanwing event!

High Pressure plastic top, oak interiors, center drawer
guides, dust proofed, plate glass mirror, new Ermine
Walnut finish.

Several two piece Hide-A-Bed suites. We have these in
all shades of brown and beige and in several styles. These
all make a FULL size bed and have inner spring mattresses.

,

TICKETS NOW
ON SALE!

r1r111:11111111111111

Hundreds Of Items DRASTICALLY REDUCED

HATS!
HORNS!
CONFETTI!

ifft

r

$3500 OFF

MATTRESSES
Regular 559.50 INNERSPRING
Regular '49.50 INNERSPRING
G.E. AUTOMATIC IRONS
MAGAZINE RACKS
PLATFORM ROCKERS
SMOKERS

NO DEALERS

PRICE
Now Only '29.75
Now Only '24.75
'6.26
'1.00
up to '12.00 OFF
Now Only '1.00

ALL SALES FINAL

CRASS FURNITURE CO PANY

ruillISH0111"
"
1 --" "T"

South Third Street

a

• ,

Phone PL 3-3621

elle:test sre3

oy NOT 'ALL
erf-T-s

LEpt.iituri:NT

'
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It's here!

•

•

PETER PRA
ANNUAL FRIENDSHIP SALE!
Dec. 26-Jan. 31 only

•-••••••••-•

•%•••

PC,

with (bet
basement
acres land
Cleaver or

Sale Starts Tuesday, December 30 at 8:00 a.m.

Boy's Sports Coats
1/3 OFF
Boy's Car Coats
1/3 OFF
MIRACLE FIRE

• ina so*. en •
••••

SUCIIR
or other tri
garden. Ha

Ladies' Dresses
/
1
2 PRICE
Ladies'

1000,b
DUPONT
ORLON

•• • •4 es
• *
„tr... t t, f, 17
.
,
tor ,. ,
...- at..4 ,
.
.0.11, •
, -...; i...Z.....
_ .

"Vc.'601111t
•

...011

stiii$44vera• '
,..
•..-•.s. ,,,,,

e

COATS &SUITS

CAR COATS
1/2 PRICE
One Group

Ladies'

60 Gauge
5r.,- ta SOFT
.' -

Blue Ridge Hose
59c 2 pr $1.00
SUEDE BAGS
$198 _ $298 _ $398

81x99
72x108
Twin Fitted
Double Fitted
81x108

Velveteen

'2.98 values

size 6-20

SALE MICE

Drapery

Complete control phis
perfect freedom! Criss-cro•s panels
trim tummy, waist. hips, derriere
..:leave you free to move with easel
Featherlight nylon, dainty trim.
White, black, pink, blue, red.
Girdle, panty girdle.
Get both at this price?

so bo_fly is perfect iIft

I L;rg 1,1,
4y

needs Peter Pan

Now $299 - $399

TWO JEW
fresh. Can
Edwards' F
ne•see

•

no body is perfect

very body needs Peter Pan

CAI* A NI
Sewing Mal
$1.25 per wi

Now is the time to save!

Dentonatrat
phi me PLa

3-5480, 201

min

PETER

•

ANNUAL FRIENDSHIP SALE!

DEAD STO
Prompt seri
ed by two-i•
111-yfield, P

Dee. 26-Jan. 31 only

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.

Nationally
advertised at 3.95
SALE PRICE
only

•

299

i131
•

I' C
*1

$1198

Lfl

/1

I UI

•C•1
Ke;

1.12 zt....a
cj-ia ItUtU4
Inner Circle flatter.
average and full-as
erage figures. Wash
and wear it conf,.
dently .. exclusive
Dura-fonn CUP keeps
its shape, and id
all through its .
life. White cotter,
broadcloth, black
Lustercale.

One Lot

PIECE GOODS

no body is perfect

•

.4
t •

I

118

)1

it
8::
W.111

ic f

espert
toe,, al

isn was
It -even
lliCtedUly
Quickly
viarted 8
Akins - a
w ..-n

every hotly needs Peter Pan

"Let a
Julien
xi
%%WV*, ne
tieular ri
trigger.
"You're
ha. are y,
'idly. "AI
Charlie E
more ream

JACQUELINE

s
Bingo.- 1were pie,

CONNIE

DRESS & CASUALS

One Lot Flats
$1.99

I

al

tier.

values to '11.95
$599
$699

Yd.

W0'.

31 4
i slaw,

• .u.ta

DRESS SHOES

reg. '1.98 value

59c

•

•

ItEngo bin
▪
ry,en
aria CICAKI
no timen

values to '8.95

people.

some add
a; 'erring
nestra. fie
gun expns
zme. Od

$399 TO $599

pmnined
Robin wh•
"We di
•
prepi
Inc nigthix
heatedly.
letter wot

LITTLETON'S
•

PT

B1
- 4
1 130C
oldWrraine
PLaza 9-45

790 yd.

45-inch

Now $1.98
Children's Shoes

BULLDOG
eyed, hea It
watch dogs
Sixth titres

•

Young-figure version
of famous Hidden
Treasures. Fulfills (
contours - beautifully,
confidentially - without
pads! Embroidery.
trimmed deep front.
White cotton broadcloth.

One Lot 45"

Clearance

only419

'1.69
'1.69
'1.69
'1.79
'1.79

39c per. y d.

Boy's Sport Shirts

Nationally
advertised at 2.50

FOXCROFT SHEETS

Ladies' Winter

s2.98 & s3.98

'LOOK! 10
windows, 1
1
inb d
acre. $19£
payitent ut
5% intere
mpany, I
PL 3-3607

•

199

5W - 2 pr.$1"

One Table Print

regular '3.98 & '5.95

lA144474.4,*
beauty bargain at

Skirts & Sweaters
l/3 OFF
22 x 44 TOWELS

plus Fed. tax

Pajamas & Gowns

NatiostalZy
advertised at 5.95

TWO RE)
,Spaniel put
'
See Nsable I
Phone 46

/
1
2 PRICE
Cashmere Coats
$59.95

Ladies' Blouses
1/3 OFF
Irli,
.. .: -. 414:•.• - • 311011-111

Ladies'

rh

ivhen
daft
we d,
ut
irl• 51
,111
ly,
II
tO
dOl

ae. Itlif

•
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SHIP

per word for on• nay, mtlnimure of 1' w•eclis for

r

114fts

Sr Des -.aro to. te a..

y$

Only two farnilies out of 14 in
the ler.lied States are with eit a
ALEXANDRIA BAY, N. Y. -•te'e'
(UPI) - Two Syrecuee, N. Y.,
skin divers have found the ship
"Keystorm" which sank about ri
45 yeare ago in the l'huusairxi islands section of the St. Lawrence
river.
Robert G. Evans Jr. and Bet-narci A Forth rediscovered- the
sh p about 100 yards frown where
che: is indicated sit.; had gone
dawn. They said the boy is in
45 eget of water whew the stern
slants down to arl estimates]
depth of 140 feet.

iod sae aro oayahloI..oalya•ww.

CUM&

iI.1.11100

ewer call collect Union City, Tennessee phone Tu 5-9361. 12-16-511 i1 .4

FOR SALE.

CARD

LOST & FOUND

OF

THANKS

We weuld like to express our
• -,
A NICE 3 BEDROOM FLOUSE
appreciation and sincere thanks
LOST: GREYISH SCREW TAU..
veith Pate, ges
to our relatives. neighbers and
turnaice, half
Boston Bull. Left home Friday
basement and concrete walks. 5
friends everywhere. To the Green
before Christmas. Limps. Wearacre* land Hwy. 841 See Hoyt
Plain Church of Cerise the SunSPINET PIANO FOR MODEL ing tag, 'eves,- call Betty Seett,
Cleaver or
day School Class of the Puryear
PL 3-1779. 1 -1P
Baptist Church. Must be priced Phone PL 3-317e
12-31P Church of Christ,
the Sunday
DOG - WOOD. right and, in first class condition.
School Class of the Hazel Baptist
or other trees set in your yard
Write
Joe
Dill,
Model,
Term.
or
Church, the 3rd shift of the
garden. Mitten Lovin.s.
12-31C
12-3113
Murray Mfg. Co. and the Hazel
_
.
.
High School for the contributions
TWO REGISTERED COCKER
(of all kinds we received in the
kSpaniel puppies. blond and
white.
AUCTION
SALE
SATURDAY, Aces cd our home by fire.
.See Ncble Hughes, Puryear, Tenn.
• t January 3rd at 1:00 pm, rain or
Again may we say thanks to
- - .
Phone 48.
12-31P
late
shine at
Ott Holland home every individual who helped in
MATTRESSES REBUILT LSI on highway 94 eight miles from
tLOOKI 10 ALUMINUM STORM
any way.
new. West Ky
Mattress M. Murray. Will sell: bed steads,
windows, brand new style. full
Mr. and Mrs. Toy Hughes and
Di., Paducah, Ky. Murray rep- kitchen cabinet, clothes cleset,
1
inob
door
1TP
with
alemerrurn resentativ! Tabers Upholster
y dreaser, sewing machine, wood
ecreele $199.00 installed. No down
Shep, 10
N
3rd.
Phone
PL 3- cook stove, electric heaters (new
payffient up to 38 montbs to pay,
CARD OF THANKS
4513
1-17C 3 stack) electric churn, cupboard.
5% interest. Hume Comfort
tables els° wheel barrow, smell
Company, 108 South 12th. Phone
Words cannot express the
tools, two euw
planter, disc, grateful appreclatlen to eur
eL 3-3607.
1-3C
mower, cultivator, wagon coon- friends for the many kind exBULLDOG PUPPIrf(ott and section harrews, rastus, premieres of sympathy
--. BRIGHT
and
eyed, heelthy. fr:sky and good
bull tongue, brooder, 4 hole hog thoughtful assistance in our time
watch dogs. C. E. Ray 408 South SILK FINISHER, AND WOOL feeder, gear, dinner bell, new
of Forrow in the death of our
Sixth Street. Phone PL 3-3243. presser. See Jerry Gore, Murray power mower. 300 balegl good
loved one Carl L. Farris.
One-Flour Martimzing.
12-29C hay, 100 posts. nice 4 year old
TEO
We thank each one for the
cow and baby calf, pair gentle beautiful flower s, the J. H.
BIFRI DOG POU1TER. 3 years
mules, spotless 4 door Chevrolet Churchiq Funeral Heine, Bros.
oldWTrained. Geed Hunter. Call
Car 33,000 mile., new tires, per- R. J. Burpoe and Norman CulPLaza 3-4531.
12-290
fectien cenchtion, -several tuns cd pepper for their coneoling words,
iron. Douglas the singers. the (des that sent
TWO JERSEY COWS. BO T H TWO BEDROOM BRICK Duplex coal and scrap
1-1C food and an that helped :n any
fresh. Can be seen at Derwood apartment well insulated. Elec- Shexnaker, Auctioneer.
heated. Carport. Auto- ----Edwards' Farm. Buchanan, Ten- trically
way to make out sorrow easier
.
matic washer. 1808 Farmer, Ph
nessee.
to bear.
.12-291
)
CARD OF THANKS
PL 3-2210.
12-30P
May God bless each and everyToy Garland'
,wishes to express one of you is our prayer.
MODERN TWO BEDROOM home
,
Mrs. Carl Fere, and Family
h.s than
and appiecial e
l al to
fer rent on South 15th
street..
117
each and n‘ery (de who Itelgai
Call 1528.
12-3IC te
make a brighter and heepler
A NEW MODSFLN Singer MODERN- -FURNISH
re- and his ferteDy.
ED
Apart- Chrietmas f
Fires take about 12.000 lives
Sewing eloch.ne for as little as tne.nt.
empleyee's ad
3 rotxue. bate and large Thanks
Ute in the US. each year 2.000 of,
$1.25 per week For a Free Home cheek. Ground
Door. Private Rerray Mfg. Company for the them children under the age of
Demenitraeon, call Be; Adams, front and
well cards, the
INKS entrance. Elettele jet
beautiftd six.
ph( to. PLael 3-1157 or PLaza heat Car pert.
Phone PL 3-2883, Cowers sent by • Meal Baptist
3-5.480, 201 Seel] :3th
TFC 501 Beale Street.
12-31C Church Sunday Schee Clae and
to the Murray Mfg. Company
DEAD STOCK REMOVED free THREE BEDROO
Prevent
Eradicate
M HOUSE, close and Butler family the fruit which
Prompt service. Trucks dorpatch- is. A.1 modern
c hvereences. Av- was sent to the children. Thanks
ed by two-way radio.'Call collect ailable January. :st.
hliCE - ROACHES
Phone Plaza sten
Mayfield, Phone 433. If no an- 3-575e.
13-31C
'Puy Garand and family.
TERMITES - RATS

T

WANTED

can

POWER STEERING

,

Services Offered

°SHAN RECOVERING-Nurse Jane Caffrey takes pulse of
Methodist Bishop G Brumley Oanarn in a New York hospital, where he is recovering trum melee* in a taxi mishap.
Leaving the truce he closed the eoor on his coat and was
dragged. His left arm was fractured and ma bead was cut.
Oxnem, 87, was visiting in New York from Washington.

HELP WANTED
1

FOR RENT

NOT 1 LE

Brighten The Children's Holidays With
Plenty Of Freshly Dry Cleaned Clothes From

BOONE CLEANERS
We Take Special Pride In Doing Our Very Best
In Children's Clothing By Giving.,..
• PARTICULAR ATTENTION TO
HEAVILY SOILED AREAS!
• TIGHTENING LOOSE BUTTONS!
• REPLACING MISSING BUTTONS!

°v.

• ALL MINOR MEND;NG IS FREE!

SPECIAL

'

I

613131k LZINELagu

;ItrNfl'Y itfw-1'.1E-11"
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RICE

•nd ED MclIAIN

('ups right. 195S Random Mouse. lw
diati"Nuted by Rho Features Syndicate..

MI A',Tyr es

'all' He truest II (recur grin "We room
Are il's eyes followed it
.
t .0105 tam Van really Kites; de.o...a
.egi.es nil, :her 'he
Pear Ours) macaw le sprint after
it
••e CM).1 Me:
Bulgy. tripped nel
-We du. AAA
mem'
Apru
Me tort y-seven- year -ciiii star.
aii.ippea
Hee eyes regulates-to on who d dia.ippeer
ea twice in III sin
H1171(1110111e
as t she was intent gie siteunse
went tumbiir% to
an provuig souse:Miss 1.0 lam the
floor in a oundle ot skirt anti
Eta tel Ot..••.4S4 as followed us petticoat
ano I1t/1-41.4perb legs
4no Pears oseause she got pan
And then H11144aunse pencil tip
:city when 13, •wne Ca' showini the
pistol, ano apni Robin slidyou thro.u..:, InC nouse
'len') .unk.'n as 0141 as Woe, de"I
ton t anderstind.
Hand spite the years of stack wire soil(
sort.e said
Which Ian preserved net youth'Th• n maybe' you're the snipe ful ()tidy.
suddenly, she looked
f
ale
April
sax]
inumpnant
ly
as
old as Methuselah
•4
0)01 .404,
'Peer, Lniree anew who I was s !the
tp, "lb
eerie.
duln
I
say a word as she
v
She kept closet only awaits, we rot to
J
a
ner test. She chicle I nese
tht Stun aWillie
peen:sec net twnelamp ot this to She
to use men nee tts.,:v
o
sant
it all when an.
u get ti Dunne
once Julien was declared a/Set-mg Hendsorne
•
ra ia
's challenge,
Itto past owe,
eget',
Mao
e a or toe souse Mey Oath ova''On
my
goodness!"
M r a.
"Su
naturally.
Bingo
said
Waldo Hibbing said. el didn't
a
aeys tie smite now
turning
to
riaecisonie
'when
she
mean
LIZ Ot.ut.el 1144C1 won,. Use Irani
to interfere with your resad '
, ng
hearsal All I wanted was to ..."
maw 1191v4.4tOti He ,IKIn t asi;ie to saw Browne
turougn it. she got very .
0paet
S
- Yea, Mrs. Hibbing?" Bingo
was me% acre tn:re yitnei
3Z at lumen Lattsruer a nand ADU site trivia to Sna out what said kindly.
was going on. Browne calmed
was to tell you how lucky
DPW d), ling am. made Me
net down temporarily And miss I am!
Ur. Kusak arranged tor
• 'Oa arsolistely crystal-ewer.
Room nue* it permanent
That me to tour • movie studio clay
;.tr.
ins, sem. ' Apru Room
was very natural. Handsome. It after tomorrow
, remember?"
It was &mums rims oeautdui wasn't
-Yea?"
sr: eel. Moat) thougat. even
-It was a dumb risk," Hand"Well
I
was
just driving horns
m..111 .15 Woe-Out) Which was an
some Sant that same unexpected Iii my ca:,
and I happened to
eNpert jou. out which gave riper sneer in
no voice.
have
the
radio
on, and gneiss
Lae a slightly train cast that
-Now. Handsome-- Bingo who's going
to start filming •
U ihi t uutte tit with the rest at started,
movie at the studio day after toit -even wits that. she was an
"It waen t dumb!" April said morrow? Just
guess who I'll get
itscredsiiiy goiscous woman.
(angrily. "I trieo to explain to • chance
to see on the set?"
ftitckly vie said. "It you're her, Out shit wcaildn't
listen to
-WM
,"
Bingo asked.
v•srrrea atxtut our idle specula- reason
Ana it wasn't risky. We
"Gregory Pock!" Mre Hibbing
& na - anu then shut tua mouth were
drinking together
I put said ecstatically. "Why, he's one
• n Julien gestured at him with the knockout
drops in net glass. of the oiggeat stars
in Hollyi.e pistol.
And then i left ner with ner Wood. i pint
had to come In and
"Lets get this over with.' 'nose in
thd, cleaning fluid and tell you. When
I saw your light
Julien slid.
But, despite Ma took oar nuTney. We needed
it. burning . . . I was so excited,
wend.. ne did not seem in • par- Seven years is
• long and ex- you see .
. why, he's Just one
ticular curry to squeeze the I pensive tin
to wait,"
of the biggest stars in Hollytrsgger.
Hands.°
nodded silently. U wood!"
"You're not really going to kill is had any
desire to comment
Apri; Robin looked at Mns. blabus, are you?" Bingo said hope- further, ne certainly
was restrain- bing somewhat curiously, sometelly. "After all, you didn't Kill I ing
nimsen
admirably, Bingo what regretfully. Perhaps
she
Charlie Browne, and you nad thought. And
ot course Bend- was remembering, Bingo
thought,
more reason -''
some nad very nicely led April perhaps Ale
was remembering.
ai"They should have killed htrn, !Robin Into
saying a lot of things
"I'll call Hendenfelder," HandHandsome said. "They she might not nave
said except some satd, handing the gun
to
were just stupid, that', all ' lin anger. Unfortuna
tely, though. Bingo.
Bingo blinked. FlancLsome's tone the pistol was
still there. And
"Yes,"
Bingo
answered.
"And
nau reten compl-tely surprising. if Julien was
waiting for the then we'd better call
Janette.
and nesides this was certainly Word from April,
she seemed Budlong to get that iong-term
no time to ne insulting these ready to hurl it
instantaneously. contract And Arlene Lattimer
people. fo Bingo's norrot, HandWell, let's not oe too hasty," about our cut; she'll get her
back
some added, "Plain stupid!" in I Bingo said
nastily. "Let's talk alimony now." He paused
and
as jeering a voice as ne'd ever • deal. We're all
businessmen and smiled at Handsome. "You
all
heard. He oracea nunseit for the all friends."
right?"
gun expeision ne was sure would
"We've got no money for fur"I'm
fine,
Bingo,"
Handsome
come. Oddly, though, the pistol ther deals!" April
snapped.
said, walking to the
phone.
*rained silent. It was April
"You won't gain anything by "You?"
Robin who exploded Instead.
killing us," Bingo said. "The poBingo's smile widened. "I'm
"We didn't kill him heeause lice already know--"
fine, too. Just fine, But-"
heel prepared a letter telling of
"The police know nothing,"
"Yes, Bingo?"
toe nighwny accident!" she said Julien said, leveling
the pistol.
For a fleeting moment, Bingo
nestedly. "If Browne died, the
In a very quiet voice, April thought of Nome
)York
.
City and
letter would tie delivered to the Robin said. "The big
one Drat, sidewalk
picture
of tourists
lice. That's why we didn't kill Julien, Now
posing near the
ating rink at
when ne first made his ex
The front door swung open. Rockefeller Center,
and horse'tent demands.
And that's Mrs. Waldo Hibbing burst into drawn carriages
waiting outside i
we don't kill him now. That the room, shouting, "Mr.
Riggs! the Plaza, of July heat and Octois still around. There was Mr.
Riggs" and then froze In ber brilliance and January
snow.
stupid about-"
her tracks when she saw the gun Then he grinned at his
partner
Course not," Bingo said in Julien 1e:teener's nand. Julien
and said, "Nothing, Handsome.
trying to placate the , whirled on ner and Handsome
Everything's just fine," a n d
get. "tiut it would
tie leaped in the same instant. knock- Handsome began dialing
the pokill two people who tnc htrn to the floor
The pistol lice
ertow anything at ciattereo noiatt,y acres& the bare I
THE END
•
r
'
I

GET ACQUAINTED OFFER
So you can judge for yourself how much better
SANITONE DRY CLEANING
Really Is!!

CHILDRENS CLOTIIES
The Destructive Termite
FREE INSPECTION

TERMITES
- Licensed

SAME DAY SERVICE

itionally
!ised at 3.95

•

LE PRICE

Y

2"

e Circle flatters
'age and full.av.
;e figures. Wash
wear it confily
exclusive
a-form cup keeps
hape, and yours,
through its long
. White cotton
adcloth, black
:erode.

•

needs Peter Pan

'ES

12 tlYnr 4; a
r nd

20% OFF

arry

IN BY 9:00 OUT BY 4:00 ON REQUEST

Pletze 3-257,2

KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL
NA-NCY

Sly

Me

SLATS

by
"AND (t.- ik"..<a) NOBOLY Keeler'

I

&

BOONE CLEANEV

SAM KELLEY

Phone PL 3-3914

AnBIE

This Week Only

& Insured -

▪
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JETS

FlAiRMLN GleA LE Di. Y. -(UsPI
- Power Herring wil: be a
feature
the 1859 jet c:mbat'
planes. Tht Republlc F-106 fight- 1
et-bobber .
-pora tee an elec-1
trenic areee,
t make; steering FRANK SINATRA plays the part
easy evi n
„..ertiS Of between1 et a G. I. statiofted in France
130 and 300 cellos an hour The during World War li in
"KINGS
superson.c ice's round eeereree GO FORTH," which
also Mars
syatean emu v.. Jun tlu.:LI.ouvziths , NATALIE WOCD
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of a second to astute
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HUNTiNG FOR SLATS -

ANYTHING ABOUT SLATS'
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eoF TI.EM

PLANTS -

r
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F mnle

Ft.11111tillf

R....burn Van Sures

AO:WIC PLANT! IS THAT WHAT
THEY CALL HAZARDOUS WORK,
AUNT AME - THE KIND THEY'D
PAY EVEN AN INEXPERIENCED MAN
A NIGH SALARY FOR.
DOIN6 7
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ALL YO'DOES., LATELY,
IS READ
'
FEAR-LESS
FQSDICK".
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YO' DON'
T
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DON'T GO OUT!.'`10'NEEDS PROPER
NOURISHMENT, AN'
FRESH AIR,TO LIVE!!
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It's here!

SilYS

PETER PAD

ANNUAL FRIENDSHIP SALE!

-71.1146-14-;44114144044k""""simammw.

Dec. 26-Jan. 31 only

-.1•1111.,

Sale Starts Tuesday, December 30 at 8:00 a.m.

Boy's Sports Coats

C
Ladies' Dresses
/
1
2 PRICE
Ladies'

*IMAM FMRE

1000 b

PILLOWS

DUPONT

CAR COATS
/
1
2 PRICE

ORLON

•
• w\

21
,
.

'

,1

;:sInpr
FACE
‘‘i! 0%11111!
PILLOW ,tt
PNCIIED
IN A SANITARY *
PLIOFILW 146:

'is SIFT

LitipT ots A a.m.,.

11084144.01 I C
.•
.
• .4.41PITS 6tI..D
••

$398

mow

Ila

plus Fed tax

PETER PA I1
ANNUAL FRIENDSHIP SAW /
1/

Dec. 26-Jan. 31 only

COATS &SUITS
/
1
2 PRICE

1 :160K
inct
windows,

Cashmere Coats

$59.95
Ladies'

22 x 44 TOWELS
5W -2 pr. $111"

$398

Buy Now!, 0.11

0 RE
Spaniel Iasi
..See Nsible
Phone 46.

60 Gauge

SUEDE BAGS
s198 _ $298 _

D"dead ra:4stbass -retires

Ladies'

Skirts & Sweaters

,viaik
-nr.7-5.10..2 ri4s. ric.siar„s

pair

Alit-iv

r other tr
arden. Hs

Ladies' Blouses
1/3 OFF
Blue Ridge Hose
59c 2 pr $1.00

Ladies' Winter

Pajamas & Gowns
1,gular 9.98 & '5.95

s2.98 & s3.98

OFF

Nationally
advertued at

little X*

5.95

SALE PRICE

$2.98

values

() )1)

Now s1.98
Children's Shoes
values to '5.95

Complete control Owe
riPrfect freedom! Criss-cross panels
trim tummy. waist, hips, derriere
lcave you free to move with easel
Featherlight nylon, dainty trim.
White, black, pink, blue, red.
Girdle, panty girdle.
Get both at this price?

*0 borfj is perfect

ercry body needs Peter
Pan

Now $299 - $399

acr€11. $191
payffient ut
5% intere
ecympasy, :
PL 3-3607.

Nationally
advertised at 2.50
beauty bargain at

SULLD
- 00eyed, hell
watch dogs
Sixth. Strei

1"
Young-figure version
of famous Hidden (
sure°. Fulfills
contours - beautifully,,
confidentially - without
pads! Embroidery.
trimmed deep front.
White cotton broadcloth.

sin body is perfect

r„.

8 I x99
•

72x108

Twin Fitted
Double Fitted
8 1 x 1 08

r---fiery body
needs Peter Pan

Dec. 2e-elan. 31 only

OSt-t‘
?

4

'1.69 ea.
'1.69 ea.
'1.69 ea.
'1.79 ea.
'1.79 ea.

only

59
#c

no

Andy is perfect

M▪ tsit11. X
3 ."..1
ASH II
ea .a.
( I 01 1.04
•
KS

2"

Inner Circle flatters
average and full-average figures. Wash
and wear it confidently . .. exclusive
Dura-form cup keeps
its shape, and yours,
all through its long
life. White cotton
broadcloth, black
Lustercale.

One Lot

reg. '1.98 value

rh. gt

SALE PRICE

s198 vd.

PIECE GOODS

•E
.111Dell

Nationally
advertised at 3.95

7W yd.

N 45-inch

DEAD STC
Prompt ser
ed by two-%
P

PETER PAll
ANNUAL FRIENDSHIP SALE!

One Lot 45"

Drapery

1.12 St,tal
(1•
110111
E
1010,
i.e 3e at

•

1.133V1
tiar. .4)

lt
is„th

e spert
a a
Lin
a -even
incredif,ly
mealy
svarra.0
Vnon JIM
LEESpistol

'
,eery body needs Peter Pan

-Let's
Julien a,

JACQUELINE

words, ne

DRESS SHOES
values
$599

to

ass
m.

•

Uvular

r

trigger.
"You're
us, are y
tidily. -A

i 1.95
$699

ci

C'haHie
more rea

a"they
Bingo."
were Jill

CONNIE

One Lot Flats
sl,99

N

041 A N
Sewing Ma
$1.23 per w
Demomtrati
ph c no PLa
3-5480, 201

Now is the time to save!

One Table Print
39c per. ;s d.
Velveteen

}KW DO(
oldWrraine
PLaza 3-45

TWO JER,
fresh. Can
Edwards' F
nessee.

FOXCROFT SHEETS

Clearance

Boy's Sport Shirts

NIUE
-MI !bast
sement
cres lend
leaver or

5R

One Group

BIG, FULL SIZE
(UT SIZE 18"z 25• sesTY•ril
:et .
egousis.

SPECIAL
vALUEI

FC

Bingo Olt

DRESS & CASUALS

heS1
1100

Erren
nein,

no time
people,
some ad(
ria Kenn
neard H
gun expi,

values to $8.95

$399 TO $599
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PAGE SEVEN
SHIP REDISCOVERED

In

Only two benilies out of 14 in
!the Unied States are %sett: art a
ALEXANDRIA BAY N. Y. -'televisicn set.
(UPI) - Two Syracuse, N. Y., -- -skin (livers have found the ship
e
"Keystorm" which sank abaut .
45 years ago in the Thousand Islands section of the St. Lawrence
.

•
wore Co

SALE

one day. minimums of 1? weeds for

-

atere Co. tees. says gismo/44r see are aayabie
le edinewe

ewer call collect Union City, Tenneasee phone Ti 5-9361. 12-16-5911

FOR SALE.
NIME 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
eith (bath, gag tut-make,
half
asement and concrete walks. 5
cres land Hwy. 641 See Hoyt
leaver or Call
3-1179. 1-1P
_
UCl/R--- MAPLE, DOG WOOD.
r other trees set in your yard or
arden. Batten Lovins.
12-31P

41

t

T

LOST & FOUND

j

,

LOST: GREYLSiH SCREW TAIL
, Beaton Bull. Lett home Friday
before Christmas. Limps. WearSPINET PIANO FOR MODEL wig tag. Please call Betty Scott,
Baptist Church. Must be priced Phone
12-311a
right and in first. class condition.
Write Joe Dill, 34,adel, Tenn.
12-3IC

WANTED

t AUCTION SALE

comma

-ATO -REGLSTERED-Spaniel puppies% blond and white.
,See Noble Hughes, Puryear, Tenn.
Phone 44.
12-311°
LOOK! 10-ALUMINUM STORM
windows, brand new style. full
1 in
door with altnnigruen
script. $199.00 installed. No down
payffient up to 36 months to pay,
5% interest. Home Comfort
Company, 108 South 12th. Phone
PL 3-3607.
1-3C

Services Offered
- MATTRESSES REBUILT LIKE
new. West Ky
Mattress mtg.
00., Paducah, Ky. Murray
representativ
T a ber s Upholstery
Shop, 10 N. 3rd. Phone PL 34513.
1-17C

r

HELP WANTED

BULLDOG PUPPIM. BRIGHT
eyed, healthy, frisky and good
watch dogs. C. E. Ray 406 South SILK FINISHER, AND WOOL
Sixth Street. Phone PL 3-3243. preeser. See Jerry Gore, Murray
12-29C
TEO lOne-llaur Martiniaing.
_
BLI/ep DOG POINTER. 3 years
olarTrained. Good Hunter. Call
PLaza 3-4531.
12-39C

FOR RENT

TWO JERSEY 0OWS
-. BOTH
fresh. Can be seen at Derwoud
Edwards' Farm, Blchanan, Tennessee.
12-29P
-

NOTE
bt Peter Pan

mociaRN

OVOr A NEW
Singer
Sewing M0ch.ne for as Lille as
$1.2e per week. For a Free Horne
Demonstration, call Bel Aiarris,
ph( no -PLaza 3-1757 or PLaza
3-5480, 201 South 13th.
TFC

9 save!

TWO BEDROOM BRICK Duplex
apartment well insulated. Electrically heated. Carport. Automaac washer. 1606 Farmer, Ph
PL 3-2210.
12-30P
MODERN TWO BEDROOM home
for rent on South 15th. streetCaU 1526.
12-31C
MODERN FURNISHED Apartm ent. 3 roams, beta and large
closet. Ground floor. Private
frant and tack entrance. Electric
heat Car pert. Phone PL 3-2983.
501 Beale Street.
12-31C

anDRoom

DEAD STOCK REMOVED free THREE
HOUSE. close
Prompt service. Trucks &snatchAll modern c .nveriences. Aved by two-way radio. Call collect ailable January 1st. Phone PLaza
Mayfield, Phone 433. If no an.- 3-5759.
12-31C

All
IIP SALE!
ly

I

•

4 @DM WEVI;MVU
-

AUCTION SALE SATURDAY,
January 3rd at 1:00 pin. rain or
shine at late Ott Holland home
on highway 94 eight miles from
Murray. Will sell: bed steads,
kitchen oabinet, clothes closet,
dreber, sewing machone, wood
cook stove, electric heaters (new
3 stack) electric churn, cupboard,
tables also wheel barrow,'small
tools, bwo efew planter, disc,
mavver, cultivator, wagon coonfoe' and seceion herraws, easeee,
bull tongue, brooder, 4 hole hog
feeder, gear, dinner bell, new
pewer mower, 300 bales good
'n;:y. 100 posts. nice 4 year old
cow and by call, pair gentle
mules. spotless 4 door Chevrolet
car 33,000 miles, new tires, perfection cantEtion, several tons af
coal and scrap iron. Douglas
Shearnaker, Auctioneer.
1-01C
-

,

4 char sute:1;

Ittas alr'
s'esz
'"'eriss
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filymentilicrta

OSH‘?
MI A MET! 16
, all' He tree°• treble grin "We room
An. IF, eyes followed its
.._. par,os ..goRea I dnuis that VOU rea II) ..C111e0
:her she
I ilanosome ieasalt
z•
...
.1: Pearl Dora)
itai.e(J Li, sprint steer it
I .0%
era was Lois Lat .•e s.nwit bowl
Stags. tripped net
tS 0'1
"We au.. alb them!
." 11111E April
Apru
rat tortv-seve
alias Acigaii It as
snapped Her eyes remarried on who U 41111..tri."41 n-vear-old star.
110 IV.-1Cie In a sin
• .vas olonde
and stendet anti Hanumome kb I she was intent gie 'ileum(' went tumbling to
.. -.0 ieii•g aria 'enematl', on proving soreeining to 011O the loot in a ounclie ot skirt and
is anti eh, *isn't .00k a 'Baena because se tolluwed as petticoat anti still-superb
legs
ano Pear', because tine got pan And then Handsome
i
I.
two
piekeu rip
atiowim, the pistol. and April Robin slids'
s the icity when t3rowne
vou throng:, me ma se
.$
.. AILS 0.1
item) iookeo as old as tulle de10014
-I ton t iinderstana
oVal 32
Hand spite tile years of Glees- wire emit
cri^ ./.e••• :wan wilt nei war. some said
which 05° preserved
-Thin maybe you're the stool,. tin oody. suddenly, net youth• ‘•
o‘,1
.s 14411
she looked
ane
April said Inuinphantl) as ale as Methuselan
eyes
04.1
,
el11.
'Pearl Diaz% Knew who I was
ti lb.
She didn't say a word as she
rihec (is
She kept quiet only oecauae we got to ner
J
test. She didn't rate
tie Iieint oave
asa toem noe they u sot 11. promisee net iwner stip ot this to Shea said It all when anmouse
once
Julien
was
declared swering Handsorne's challenge.
t
..• issam. a AA NCH JWI)
inert% seao
IL 5 LH <DO Souse .ney 00th
"Oh
my goodness!" Mrs.
oos"Su
naturally.
Bingo
said. Waldo Hibbing said. "1
•
seys. tie anew 04./N .VII)
didn't
taming to tiahrisome. 'when she mean to
• la SI. WC! 1551.0 l0,0110 tne
interfert with your retront
vont onioeksu. He Juin t nave to saw Browne .eading clients hearsal. All I wanted was to..."
througn it. sne got very upset
-Yea, Mrs. Hibbing?" Bingo
the', a tie tn:re eitnei
i.• e .3's .n laden eattimer a nano ane she tried to ano out what said Kindly.
was
going
an.
Browne
colinea L "
, s one asciing ano made Inc
was to tell you how lucky.
net down temporarily And Miss I am, Mr.
a,....too aesoiutely crystal-clear
Kusak arranged for
Robin made it permanent Chat me to tour •
movie studio day
Hgr._s ime seal ' Apru Robin.
was very natural. Handsome. It after' tomorrow,
remember?"
It was amazing rioe oeautdul wasn't- "
i
"Yes"
sl o %% As. Hatay tlitougay even
"It was a dumb risk," HandWell,
I
was
just
driving horn.
V. th
it nose-bop wheel was as some said that
same unexpected ta my car, and I happened
copert jou, out wcucti gave rier I sneer in no- voice.
to
I have the radio on. and guess
Lee a slightly Irian cast that
"Now. handsome-" Bingo ' who's going to start
01101 quite at NMI the rest
(liming
•
of started.
movie at the studio day after gtoet
it -even With that. sae was as
"It wasn't dumb!" April said morrow ? Just g uess who
I'll
mereuit,iy gorgeous WW1111.11.
I angrily. "I trial to explain to • chance to
see on the set?"
Quickly ne said. "If you're her, out she
wouldn't listen to
"Who?" Bingo asked.
v•arrieu about our idle specula- reason And
it wasn't risky. We
"Gregory
Peck!"
Mrs. Hibbing
5- and then shut tua mouth were drinking together
I put said ecstatically. "Why, tie's one
nen Julien gestured at him with the knockout drops in
tier glass. of the biggest stars to Hollythe pistol.
And then i left ner with ner wood, I just had
to come in and
"Lets get this over with.- , nose in the
cleaning fluid and tell you. When i saw your
light
Julien said. But, despite nil took ner money.
We needed IL burning .
. I was so ex. ited,
words. ne did not seam in a par- Seven years is a
long and ex- you see
.
why, he's just one
ticular flurry to squeeze the !pensive time to waiL"
of the biggest stars in Hollytrigger.
Handsome nodded silently. It wood!"
"You're not really going to kill I he had any desire
to comment
Robin looked at Mrs. Hibus. are you?" Bingo said hope- further. ne certainly eiss
restrain- bing somewhat curiously, some"After all, you didn't kill ing himself admirably
. Bingo what regretfully. Perhaps she
Charlie Browne, an
you bad thought. And ot course Hand- was
remembering, Bingo thought,
more reason
some nail very nicely led April perhaps she was
remembering.
-They should have killed him, Robin Into saying a
lot of things
"I'll
call Hendenfeider," Handingo," Handsome said. "They i she might not nave said
except some said, handing the gun to
were pist stupid, that's ale- I In anger. Unfortunately,
though, Bingo.
Bingo blinked. Handsome's tone the pistol was still
there. And
"Yes," Bingo answered. "And
nao oeen compately surprising, .11 Julien was waiting
for the then we'd better call Janesse
1100 (*sales, this was certainly word
from April, she seemed Budlong to get
that long-term
no time to ne insulting these ready to hurl it
instantaneously. contract And Adelle Lattimer
people, to Bingo's norrot, Hand-Wen, let's not be too hasty," about our cut;
she'll get her back
some added, "Plain stupid!" in I Bingo said nastily. "Let's
talk alimony now." He paused and
as leering a voice as he'd eve.- a deal Were all
businessmen and smiled at Handsome. "You
all
heard. He nraced nimsell tor the all friends"
right'?"
gun explosion ne was sure would
"We've got no money for fur"I'm
fine,
Bingo,"
Handsome
come. Oddly, though, the pistol ther deals!" April snapped.
said, walking to the phone.
10tr fined silent. It was April
"You won't gain anything by "You?"
Robin who exploded instead.
killing us," Bingo said. "The poBingo's smile widened. "I'm
-vve didn't Kill nim because lice already know-"
fine, too, Just fine. But-"
heal prepared a letter telling of
-The police know nothing,"
"Yes, Bingo?"
tne nignway accident!" she said Julien said, leveling the pistol.
For a fleeting
heatedly. "If Browne died, the
In a very quiet voice, April thought of New moment, Bingo
York City and
letter would oe delivered to the Robin said, -The big one arse
sidewalk pictures, of tourists
pollee. Marx why we didn't kill Julien. Now."
posing near the skating rink at
him when ne first made his exrhe front door swung open.
rbitant demands. And that's Mrs. Waldo Hibbing burst into Rockefeller Center, and horsedrawn carriages waiting outside ,
we don't kill him now. That the room, shouting. "Mr. Riggs,
the Plaza. of July heat and Octoter as still around. There was Mr. Riggs!" and
then froze In ber brilliance and January snow.
ing at 'rid about-"
her tracks when she 9.1114 the gun Then ne grinned at
his partner
t course not," Bingo said
In Julien Liatrnier's hand. Julien and saki, "Nothing, Handsome
ly. trying to placate
.
the whirled on nor and Handsome Everything's just
fine," a rid
anger. "But it would oe leaped
In
same
the
instant,
knockHandsome
began dialing the poto kill two people who
ing him to the floor The Weird
don 1 know anything at Clattered noisily across the bare
THE' KIND

O
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,tised at 3.95

kLE PRICE
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ier Circle flatters
.rage•and full-avge figures. Wash
wear it confidly ... exclusive
ca-form cup keeps
shape, and yours,
through its long
White cotton
iadcloth, black
itercale.
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CARD OF THANKS
We would like to express our
appreciation and sincere themes
to our relatives, neighbers and
friends every/where. To the Green
Plain Church of Christ, the Sunday School Class of the Puryear
Church of Christ, the Sunday
School Class. of the Hazel Baptist
Church, the 3rd shift of the
Murray Mfg. Co. and the liazel
High School for the contributiuns
of all kinds we received in the
loss at our hilrne by fire.
Again may we say thanks to
every individual who helped in
any way.
-Mr. and Mrs. Toy Hughes and
1TP

POWER STEERING JETS
FlARMINGDALE. N. Y. --(UPI
- Power steering wil: be a
feature of the 1859 jet c:mbat
planes. The Republic F-105 fighter-bobber
-3:porates an electronic sySiem
at makes steering
easy even a'
eds of between
150 and 200 neiles an hour. The
superson.c ject's ground steering
syaeam oracts wohin theaulimeitha
of a second to assure ,he pilot
immediate ci :awl A high speed
iandiags and take-offs.

OXNAM RECOVERING-Nurse Jane Caffrey takes pulse of
Methodist Bishop G Brumley ()extern in a New York hospital. where bets recovering trum Injuries in a taxi mtshap.
Leaving the taxi, he closed the door on his ooat and was
dragged. His tett arm was fractured and hts bead was cutOmani. 67, was visiting in New Yore from Washington.

CARD OF THANKS

Words cannot express the
grate f ul appreciat.on to uurr
friends for the many kind expreesione ott symiaa t he and;
thoughtful assistance in our timel
of sv.orruw in the &lath of our
loved one Carl L. Farris.
We thank each one for the,
beautiful flow ers, the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Warne, Bros.
R. J. Burpoe and Norman Culpepper for their conenang words,
the singers, the ones that sent
food and all that heoped in any I
way to make out sorrow easier'
to bear.
CARD OF THANKS
May God blest each and everyToy Garland wishes to express one of you is our prayer.
Mrs. Carl Farris and Family
h.s thanks and appreciation to
1TP
each and every one who netessid
to make a bristlier and happier
Chrielmas for he and his faintly.
Fires Vice about 12.000 eves
Thanks !o empLuyee's af the in the US. each year 2.000 of
Murray Mfg. Company for the them ohildir/n under the age of
get well cards, the beautittal six.
flowers Sent by Hazel Baptist
Church Sunday Schail Claa. and
to the Murray Mfg. Company
Prevent
El ad irate
and Butler family the fruit which
was :ent to the children. Thanks
MICE - ROACHES
age in.
Thy Garlanci and ianuly.
TERMITES - RATS

5-1?-70iThe Arayrrew
ay CRAIG RICE
and gip imcBAIN

Robert G. Evans Jr. and Bernard A Forth rediscovered the
sh p about 100 yards from where,
cher: As indicated shi had gone'
dawn. They said the boy is in
45 t•get of water wn.itti the stern
slants down to al estanatea
depth of 140 feet.

Brighten The Children's Holidays With
Plenty Of Freshly Dry Cleaned Clothes From

BOONE CLEANERS
We Take Special Pride In Doing Our Very Best
In Children's Clothing By Giving ....
• PARTICULAR ATTENTION TO HEAVILY SOILED
AREAS!
• TIGHTENING LOOSE BUTTONS!
• REPLACING MISSING EUTTONS!
• ALL MINOR MENDING IS FREE!

SPECIAL
GET ACQUAINTED OFFER
So you can judge for yourself how much better
SAN1TONE DRY CLEANING
Really Is!!

CHILDRENS CLOTHES

The Destructive Terruit•

SAME DAY SERVICE

FREE INSPECTION

TERMITES

FRANK SINATRA plays the part
tof a G. I. stationA in Friace
during World War il n - KINGS
GO FORTH," which also stars
tvATALIE WOCD and I 0 N Y
CURTIS. "KiNGS GO FORTH"
is ncea showing at the 1,A-iSITV
THEATRE.

12

Yrs, and
un

4 r

20% OFF

This Week Only
Cash & Carry

IN BY 9:00 OUT BY 4.00 ON REQUEST

-Licensed & Insured --

BOONE. CLEANER

SAM KELLEY
Phone PL 3-3914

KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL

II

PLaza 3-2552

-

NANCY
by

ABB1E tab' MATS

•-

Ernie Bustisa.tawi

by hwAuen Van Rums
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T'rEREIT'6C. 'ac MEM
ATOMIC PLANTS -

1.1C PLANT! IS THAT WHAT
,
't
A-10
THEY CALL HAZARDOUS WORK,
AUNT AMIE -THE KIND THEY'D
PAY EVEN AN INEXPERIENCED MAN
A HIGH SALARY FOR.
DOING 7

a515.r..,
15 WWI

Vie OUT

-

-

0-1'11•Tifs-Al

'44" 44,
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AL L
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DOES,LATELY,

IS READ'FEARLESS
FOSE>CK".r.r

-4`,0" DON'T EAT,'0 (
(0' Vi4-U-7-1S
DON'T GO OUT1So
l'O' NEEDS PROPER
I NIPAWTINT
NQpitisH MENT, AN'

"r•RESH AIC2,70 LIVE!!

'BOUT

LIVIN'?

`JO' IS MERELN A
MINORIN C-ROuP!!
tv\A<JORITN
WOULD DE HAPPIER
FF AN WERE
D-DAID
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-

coPy Ivo Au, (Accost*
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RAY. KENTUCKY

Douglass Guard
Still Leader For
District
Dennis Jackson.
h'
•-•rd J
• .' v :
Wit Doug:as
21 2
li.gh Sc h ad J
Dan Gold. Bent.ri
11k1;.
(do6N. still leads the'
11.o,
indivi•rry Shroat, Murray
dual scoring race
Tent/. 20.01
in :he Fourth Jun.o
r Furgerson. Alm° ..
Dfftrict with a torr.d
18.3,
278 points James
pc: game a.era
ErW.n
.
Hazel
ge.
18-2
The Douglas H:gh Sens°. Bull.,
C Aernan Reeder. K:24..sey
Team ma ie,
73: the Lincoln team begin
17 41 &co w•Ari thelr
Johnny Cooper J
to Paducah squad fought
own la %day
Mathis. S. Marshall
dependable Bulldog
back in hs 18, WiLson
yo away at the outset of
16.6
f
award, J
6.
:he the second quarter to
:urnament meet by downl
Pt aids the number
Green, New Conccrd . .
ng
stay within
half
to
two spot by a
comm
and
a 45-31 striking distance
16-3 L.nc In of Paducah 72-53
Paris (37)
Pa: Doyle. N. Marshall
slim .2 points avera
of their unin the
-clan:age going ,into the final
15.6 championship
Mont
ge over third
gomery 5, Willis 0, Ward beaten foe. Murray held
tilt. Four teams
place Joe Dan
a 32-23 low 11, Balla
Gold of Benton.,
rd 12. Craven 9
I participated in the one day meet.
advantage at the halfway
Two other Callo
mark
Murr
ay
way County
Douglas ....21 36 62 92
Paducah and Central High of
but rolled away in a flash
Winning the Close One*
Dennis Jackson pcured in
boya•-haid the--tetrrt
of
35
Marti
h and—Tifth' —
n
;. _Slashed
11 24 38 46
4-s-ear.a.
spots as Junior
to the (Wetting points to spark the Bulldogs to a scoring in the second half.
Furgerson of the:
Murray (92)
,8zme Saturday afternoon that -912-4fr Writ- ever Weakley
Akno Warriors
_..uh
auLs.
auusL
Count
...ta
y
uied_
21.-maiosa. Cooper 16,
sports a 18-3 Post
saw the PAducah squad top Paris Training of Marti
Dully lillpf'gorning and Jerry
n, Tennessee in and Dennis Jackson hit for 28
Shro:at of Murray I
buckle 8, J. Jackson 10, McGhee
in the Bulldogs' rampage
NEW YORK —ILP11— Carl .68-37 Central stayed within strik- the second afternoon tussle.
Training School is
over
close behind Hubbell,
8. D. Jackson as, Grogan 2.
Murray slipped into a 21-11 Lincoln.
Gold with an
Hall of Fame pitching ,.ng d..stanc, for two quarters
even 20 points . ace
Martin. (46)
of the New Yark Giant .bef..re falling behind in tho third :cad in the opening quarter and
Seven of the top
After
noon
s,
Games
ten c2gcrs in won
C. Wiloughby 5, Atkins 7. Hobtrailed by
five 1-0 games in 1933 when is-iinza. Par
the district are
niy never let up in downing the Lincoln
Call.-avay p:ayeirs he
16
27
45
son
66
8,
Jones
0.tched a total of 12 shut- three points. 13-16, at he end Tenn_sseans.
8, Wiloughby 16,
District Top Ten
Paris
13 22 31 37 Shanklin 2.
D.:uglas opfning the champion'"id had a 1 66 earned run !of the first quart
Denr..s
er and by only
Linco
ug
ln
(65)
Dougl
278 ,verage
as
ship tilt with a 17-8 first
17 32 54 72
guarGreenwade 8, Williams 2. Han- Linco
ln
9 23 39 53
'. -r Lincoln but the nan 12, Jones
11, Parham 8, WilNight Session

Douglcss Takes Hol
iday Tournament

wrommar ,‘
TO HELP YOU

•

Eft"
1 1,4
1:1111;

2Is.89c

eats

If/

kill 41et :4

I WIT:1ki

SWIFT PREMIUM
Fill your pantry with the best.
now, while our prices on fine
foods are lower than even l Hurry
in and save on all the family's
favorites!

PIC-NIC STYL:
6 to 8 Pound Avz.retg-•

29c

4

- FROZEN

39:

CRC I ND DA!'Y

U.SCUITS
Ballard

and Pillsbury

CAMPBELL

r

3 JAM 204%

MORTON HOUSE

6

MEAT

lb. Can ,65c

•

Ttmato Sour
can 10°

TONY DOG FOOD

3cans 25c
\\ ET MOPS
EACH

39C

As 1959 takes the
tage ; we're taking
his opportunity to
wish our wonderful

atrons and friends
he best of luck and
the best of health in
the coming year.

10c

•
TENN. BRAND

1.0001.4 if-4 1

111
Butter Finger

Babe Ruth

FROZEN

FOODS

-

Milky Way
COLONIAL

Forever Yours

SUGAR

Hershey Bars

ANY 6
10 lbs. 95c FOR 19c

H
N
S
O
N
'
S
GROCERY

PEAS - BROCCOLI - CAULIFLOWER TURNIP GREENS - OKRA - GREEN
BEANS - BRUSSEL SPROUTS

•

2for 35c

We Will Be Closed
Thursday, Jan. 1

These prices good through
Saturday, Jan. 3

•

•

.;"<a4a......t.aiwt

3cans 25c
HOMINY - RED BEANS YELLOW EYE PEAS MEXICAN STYLE CHILI
BEANS - KIDNEY BEANS PINTO BEANS - BUTTER
BEANS - NAVY BEANS (.REAT NORTHERN BEANS
PORK & BEANS - BLACK
EYE PEAS - SPAGHETTI

3cans 25c

Congres:tni
bert Stubbli
position Mon
road COMITOF
GI)VernOr

BLACK EYED

Three Musketeers

PHONE
PLaya 3-5041

0
:1
7ENP
/‘

Stubb
Move

PIES

2 for 55'

GOOD-N-RICH

CAKE MIX

ConoT

2 for 49'

BABY LIMA BEANS

COFFEE

4

PIES

MORTON HOUSE

YACHT CLUB

CAMPBELL

t2L14:FOODS -

FRUIT

HEINZ

VI:GETABLE SOUP BABY FOOD

2 cans

•4.

8

39c pkg.

PORK ROAST
';r;ct Faer
rirm PolAwnd cAstPer
Frcs!!az Ground Licesil

-

United
A recur
trorrn rag
crippling
motorists i
lah ma am
A recon
stalled traf
M., Monda
lines and I
to at least
Up to
other secti
milains of N
Ing snow
swept the
panhandles.
Drifts of
closed all, r
panhandle
other roads
western Ok
as hazarctot
and freezing
Many •I
In Texas
were strand(
along US.
Dumas Mon
crews ogiene
day night.
The Texas
roads into h
Amarillo we
and plows
night to reel
The snow
.gifor a car-t1
w which killed
Dell Whitesu
her daughter
non. Tex.
The snow ,
mght from C
wet Ka11636
them Cobrai
Mexico
An 18-inc
Frazer, Colo..

• MIL lb. 23c
FRANKS

CI
F1
t
,out

—a-_

SAGE

Unite(

NEW YORK —(UPI— V i c , PHILADELPHIA
— (UPI) —
Seizes of Philadelphia, the Unit-' The Phila
delphia Phillies had
ed States' No. 1 amateur player,
only one first - division finish MC
served as a pilot in the Air the 31-ye
ar iperoid between 1918
Force during World War IL wall and 1p48—whe
n they finished
.` firs*. ' eutenant.
fourthn 1932.

t•

••••••••••

Lo

BAD YEARS FOR PHIL8

fl as - - :las Eve Pe
- lb.25c

00KFIELD

,

SEIXAS WAS PILOT

RIBS lb. 39c

iez-ito‘

r

Douglas (72)
Jones 4, Parham 12, Willis 12,
BrC
an
od
op
oe
nr 22.
Duffy 5, J Jackson Wilson 1.
II
The4,
12, McGhee 1, D. Jackson 28.
S. E. Spiceland and Pete Rutledge were the officials.
presentation of trophies was
Lincoln (53)
made by William Ratcliff forme
r
Greerrwade 5, Hannan 13, teacher at
Douglas High.

Sauerkiaut .7-3cans 25c

5,
5

-
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blefield left
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Mary Boaz.
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won over I
potlen I in t
this falL
The many
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life in Wa9te
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I United Pi
and rather (
-rain or drii
changing to
snow tonigh
High today :
night near 3
Temperatur
Covingtom 31
ducah 39,
Lexintgon 32
Ev a nsv i Ile,

